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Money for new wellness center to comeTrom donations
■ Future facility
to include modern
weight rooms,
training centers
By Angle Hatton
Managing editor

The university hopes to raise $1
million from private donations to build
a new 20,000 square foot athletic building, the Eastern Kentucky University
Conditioning and Wellness Center.
Assistant athletic director Steve
Angelucci said upwards of $230,000
has been pledged toward the project so

HERC
to decide
on funds,
programs

far.
President Hanly Funderburk said
the fund-raising campaign for this
building was approved only if it was
built completely from private funds.
"This has been an effort to raise
funds from the private sector from the
very beginning," Funderburk said.
"We don't have any money to give
them."
The proposed facility will include
conditioning, athletic training and
wellness centers and, depending on
the amount of donations, other facilities such as a film/conference room, a
reception area for athletic boosters and
new coaches' offices could be included.
"The $1 million will be enough for

the most minimal building," Angelucci
said. "But we hope to get a state bond
for half a million to a million more to
complete the plans."
"This building is on our list of buildings we have submitted for possible
state bonds, but it's not high priority,"
Funderburk said. "The academic buildings would be a higher priority."
Funderburk also said he doesn't
anticipate this building or any other
getting any state money this year.
The proposed facility will be located above the hill area of the Roy
Kidd Stadium, where the Colonel Club
parking lot is now. The hill, a popular
spot for student football fans, will remain intact.
"Our present weight room is spread

all over campus," Athletic Director
and head football coach Roy Kidd
said. "Right now there is the football
weight room in Begley, a small room
for basketball in Alumni Coliseum
and a small one for track, but with the
new building, there could be one central location for all the athletes to use."
Kidd said some of the varsity athletics have started working out as a
team at Ford's Fitness Center for lack
of a better place.
Angelucci said the weight rooms in
the new building will be for varsity
athletic use only because there won't
be enough space for a weight room
that can serve the entire campus.
SEE BUILDING PAGE All

SEASON OF SHARING

By Mary Ann Lawrence
Staff writer

Todd, Dupree
soon to be coed
Assistant news editor

It is official.
Todd and Dupree halls will become coeducational facilities starting
the fall semester of 1994.
The announcement was made at
Monday's meeting of the Residence
Hall Association.
Kirsten Hultgren, president of
RHA, said she was very happy the
administration listened to the the needs
of the students.
She said the project was first proposed last February. The RHA conducted phone and write-in surveys and
found a positive response for more coed housing and to have it in Todd and

By Joe Castle

■ Visiting
student's mother
shot by BB gun

Progress/JIMQUIGGiNS

Above, Charles Hill drops some
spare Changs into the Salvation
Army's kettle In front of Kmart.
Richmond resident Lizzie
Slzemore, 78, donates some her
time to the Salvation Army
every year.

By DeVone Holt
News editor
As Wanda Bosemcr walked a November orientation tour of the campus, she began to grow very fond of
the university and was considering
allowing her son, a Louisville Trinity
High School senior, to attend the
school.
But near the end of the tour,
Bosemer's likings to the university
were ruined as she was hit in the chest
by a BB shot from a Todd Hall room.
"I was walking across the street
and felt this pain in my chest and heard
this loud noise," Bosemcr said. "Then
I screamed because it hurt."
She then saw something bounce
off her chest and looked on the ground
and recognized the projectile as a smal I
BB.
Although Bosemer was the only
reported victim hit by a projectile, she
was not alone as a victim of one of

Right, 5-year-old Rachael
Thompson shares her
Christmas wish list with Santa
Claus In Richmond Mall.

New fire alarm system's bugs still plague campus
Assistant news editor

Over the course of this semester,
43 false fire alarms have gone off in
the new Simplex Tux alarm system,
which first went on line this semester.
The alarms were triggered by heat
sensors and smoke detectors being
activated with no signs of a fire.
Jack Rhody, director of the Office
of Building Codes and Enforcement,
said, "I can't foresee43 false fire alarms
going off accidently during a semester. That would render this system
useless to the public.
The system needs to be fixed."
Rhody said this was the first time

Dupree halls.
"I'm hoping
more people will be
drawn to campus,"
she said. "More college campuses are
leaning towards
this kind of situation to draw more people to live on
campus."
The RHA wrote up the proposal,
approved it, sent it to the council of
student affairs and had it approved.
Finally, it was sent to President
Funderburk for approval.
Deana Culver, area coordi na tor for
Todd/Dupree area, said the renovaSEE COED PAGEAU

Campus riddled
with shooting pranks

SEE HERC PAGE A8

By Brett Dunlap

Schwendcman, vice president of
administrative affairs. "We're about
two weeks behind because of the
weather."
Schwendeman said that the
two-week delay can be made up
quickly since weather will cease to
be a factor soon.
"We plan to have the library

Several major construction
projects on campus, including the
John Grant Crabbc Library expansion, are scheduled to be operational by next fall and are currently
keeping pace with that schedule.
"The library expansion is pretty
much on schedule," said Joe SEE CONSTRUCTION PAGE All

By Brett Dunlap

Editor

Core curricuHJgho'i
lum and performance-bated
Education
funding are just
two issues members of Gov. Brereton Jones' Higher
Education Review Commission
(HERC) hope to resolve Friday in
Frankfort.
Eastern
president Hanly
Funderburk, a member of HERC and
the commission's finance committee,
said the performance-based funding
question needs to be answered in order
to more accurately pay for higher education.
"I don't think there's any question
that future funding will have to be
performance-based, at least in part,"
Funderburk said. "We've got some
performance indicators we're going to
have to make a decision on."
Executive director of the Council
on Higher Education Gary Cox said
although he feels performance-based
funding and some other issues should
be resolved Friday, others are just being introduced.
"The finance committee has been
handling performance-based funding,
which is close, plus some new items
will be introduced," Cox said. "Student assessment will be on the table
for the first time.
There is a national trend toward
student assessment as a means of measuring higher education effectiveness.
Cox said, which is also a major part of
the Kentucky Educational Reform Ac t.
"I think several issues could be
wrapped up," Cox said. "We've discussed university missions, core curriculum, program cuts.
"Core curriculum is pretty close,"
Cox said. "There are three or four
proposals for it on the table, so there is
still some discussion, but I fully ex-

Construction projects
progressing as scheduled

his office has heard anything about the
situation at Eastern, and it will send
someone to inspect the system to see if
it is meeting the state's safety standards.
The Office of Building Codes and
Enforcement was in charge of making
sure all safety standards were met when
the system was installed.
Ronnie Minx, a master electrician
for the physical plan t, said there would
be no reason for an alarm to go off
without a specific trigger.
'The odds of it happening arc slim
to none," he said.
Minx was trained by the Simplex
company to go through and test all the
fire alarms across campus.

Before the system was put on line.
he went to each building, activated all
the pull stations and applied smoke to
the detectors to see if the alarms would
activate.
The fire alarm system has its own
internal checking system to keep track
of any malfunctions which occur.
Minx said the new fire alarm system has a way of checking upon itself.
The alarms are connected to a fiber
optic system which is hooked up to a
relay station in the Brewer Building.
Each device has an addressing system in which signals are sent across a
series of three lines. These signals tell
the relay station in public safety if
there is a problem or malfunction in

the system. A small alarm will sound
in the public safety office if a problem
is found. The malfunction is then
recorded in a logbook.
"If we are having problems, we
have a safeguard system which is working," he said. "We know where the
problems are, and we will be able to
fix them."
He said the new detection system
uses an electric eye which shines a
light out, and if anything blocks out
the eye, it will set the alarm off. Heat
sensors measure the temperature of a
room, and if die temperature rises too
quickly, the alarm will go off.
"The whole system is relatively
new and there were still some bugs

that needed to be worked out," he said.
He said maintenance has been resetting sensors so they won't be set of f
by steam, fumes or someone bumping
into a pull system. He said the heat
sensors needed to be adjusted in kitchen
areas so the heat from the ovens won't
set off an alarm.
Minx said he didn't know exactly
when all the problems will be worked
out since they were fixing the problems as they came in.
Not everyone views the false fire
alarms as a problem.
Bruce Bonar, director of the Model
Lab School, said they have gotten four

several unusual November shootings.
During die month of November,
the campus hosted seven threatening
shootings, three of which have resulted in criminal charges.
Jeremy Minton, an 18-year-old
Todd Hall resident was charged with
first degree wanton endangcrment after confessing Nov. 19 to shooting
Bosemer with a BB gun.
Minton also received a second
charge of wanton endangcrment after
confessing to shooting pellets from a
BB gun at a crowd of people standing
in front of Todd Hall on Oct. 25.
Minton, who was arraigned yesterday in Madison County District
Court, could face 1 -5 years in prison if
convicted of the felony.
Two other BB gun shootings, one
of which went unreportcd to public
safety, were responsible for two
pierced O'Donnell Hall windows.
Police arc continuing a search for the
culprit.
Robert Lynn, 19, and Robert
Raisor. 19, both of O'Donnell Hall,
also face charges of wanton endangcrment for two Nov. 8 shootings. The
two confessed to shooting marbles and
SEE SHOOTINGS PAGE A6
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EDITORIAL

HEY, WHKTS TrttS ?

Resurrect dead week

X THOVJfrHt TtiXS NM<
SoppoSfcD TO S6
Students need a hassle-free week to prepare for final exams
foolishness? Such obvious abuse of the rule
low many tests, final projects and papers
makes it ineffective anyway.
. do you have due before Tuesday?
Even worse, Wednesday evening
According to the 1993-94 student handbook,
classes have their last meeting of the semesyou shouldn't have had any.
ter on Dec. 8, after finals have already
"No major examinations or assignments
started.
shall be given during the week preceding final
That means students in Tuesday and
examinations. Exceptions must be approved by
Wednesday evening classes might not get out
the department chair and be shown in the
of their last meeting until 8:45
course syllabus."
^^^^^^^^^
^™""^™"
p.m. the night before they
That's the official
could have an 8 am final.
line from the administration
Instructors can't
Instructors can't
on dead week, the seven
expect students to
expect students to perform
test- and assignment-free
perform their best on their best on final exams
days before final exams
when other exams, projects
begin. However, many
finals when other
students across campus
exams, projects and and even class meetings
interfere with time that
know better.
even
class
meetings
should be spent studying.
For example, an
Interfere
with
time
Ideally, we would
instructor in SPE 320
that should be spent have at least a day or two
assigned half his class their
without classes before finals
last persuasive speeches —
studying.
began, but we would settle
15 percent of their total
for a dead week without any
grade — due today. If you
major assignments or tests.
think that's bad, the other
Administrators
could argue that such
half of the class have to give their final
a
week
would
be
wasted
without assignspeeches Tuesday, the day before finals begin.
ments, but that time could still be spent on
That same SPE 320 class also has a final exam
instruction. Professors could wrap up the
next Thursday at 8 a.m., only two days after the
semester's curriculum before preparing
final speech.
students for final exams.
That's not fair, regardless of whether or
That would give instructors the
not such tests and assignments are on the
opportunity to use that final week for actual
syllabus. And that's definitely not the only
instruction while giving students time to
course with projects or exams scheduled for the
breathe before finals kick in.
seven days before finals.
—And we students could definitely use
What use is a dead week policy if
one last gasp before finals week.
department chairs are going to approve such

Happy Holidays?
We deserve more time off for Christmas and New Year's
|_ t's Jan. 1. You wake up late after a
doesn't go back until Jan. 12.
typical New Year's Eve worth of
But two universities have it really
revelry, yawn, roll out of bed and...
easy. Murray State ends its final exam
period Dec. 18 and doesn't go back for
...start packing to come back to Eastern,
classes
until Jan. 20, and Morehead State
because residence halls open the next day, and
■■■^■^■^■M
closes finals Dec. 17 and is
classes begin Jan. 6.
What happened to
Coming back to classes on off until Jan. 24.
Jan. 6 doesn't even give
Both of those schools
the holiday season?
ua
a
chance
to
recover
have
over
a month off for the
Jan. 6 is the earliest
from
New
Year's
Eve.
holiday break, and we barely
starting date for any public
university in the state, and
get three weeks. That's
shorter than some high
we feel it is too early,
period.
school breaks.
After all, our final
If other schools in the
examination period isn't
state can get at least a full
week off after New Year's,
over until Dec. 15. If students have to be back early
so can we, especially since
for any reason, they have
we've not heard a good
reason for cutting our break
virtually no time off after
short and rushing back so
New Year's.
quickly.
Northern Kentucky University, the
University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky
After all, it is the holiday season, so
University all have to start back on Jan. 10,
show a little Christmas charity when making
which is early, but at least those schools have a
out the academic calendar for next year.
full week after New Year's Eve before getting
We're sure faculty and students alike would
back to the grind. The University of Louisville
appreciate it.

X>St\X> \NG6K/

Chase away those year-end blues
Semester projects...research
papers...registration lines...final
exams...
Does it ever seem like the
administrative and instructional
forces here at Eastern have all
aligned themselves against you?
You can see the light at the end of the
semester, but it turns out to be an
oncoming train of final assignments
and other end-of-the-year hassles.
Combine these end-of-the-fallsemester blues with traditional
holiday season depression and it's a
wonder we don't have students
waiting in line to start shooting
from the bell tower.
But wait! It's not as bad as it
seems. There are lots of reasons
why we should all rejoice at the
close of yet another semester.
So here goes. Straight from the
home office in Frog Ornery, Ky.,
it's the Top 10 reasons why you
shouldn't let the end of the semester
blues get you down.
10. First and foremost, it's
over. Hurrah! We're all a few
classes closer to graduation. By this
time next year, many of us won't be
here. Nosiree, we'll be out there in
the real world, working for a living.
Now mat's something we can really
look forward to.
9. Time off for good behavior.
At least that's the way I look at
Christmas break. After a hard
semester's work, we get a couple of
weeks' furlough to go home to
family and friends. Those luckier
ones among us may get to use this
time for conjugal visits.
Of course, this reprieve is only
for a few days, but at this point, any
break is a godsend.
8. Goodbye (and good riddance) to those December graduates. We all know them. Maybe it
was some geek in a lab who
glommed on to you and has
followed you through each class in
your major ever since. Or maybe it
was someone who seemed normal
when you first met but turned out to

Joe Castle
Mental
activity at
the margins
be the single most annoying person
on the planet
Everyone has met someone they
really never want to see again, and
some of us are going to be fortunate
enough to see those people graduate
Dec. 11.
Of course, the vast majority of
December graduates might not fall
into this category. Some do,
however, and it is only appropriate
that we give them a good swift kick
in the pants on their way out.
7. Spring Break is only 13
weeks away. Yup, in about three
months, we'll be taking it easy for a
week. Note to freshmen: While it
may seem pointless to look that far
into the future, it helps to anticipate
these types of things. It makes the
drudgery of classes a little less soulwrenching.
6. No parking tickets until
January. Unless you plan to stay
here over the break, you won't have
to worry about getting tagged for
parking in those employee lots until
we come back for classes. After all,
public safety can't touch you when
you're parked in your parents'
driveway.
S. You get a chance to escape
from your psychotic roommate. If
you're living on campus and you
don't get along with your roommate, this gives you another chance
to find someone more compatible.
Even if you can only see minor
problems on the horizon, take the
end of the semester as an opportunity to get out.
True story: One girl on campus
snapped and started terrorizing her
roommate for no reason. The
psychopath in question put Clorox

in said roommate's Evian, shredded
her clothes with a razor and did
similar Stephen King-like things,
just for kicks.
So the next time you think your .
roommate is out to get you, you're
probably right, so call Housing for a
room change.
4. Free stuff. Free food, free
lodging, free utilities, all kinds of
free stuff, if you go home for the
holidays and get to sponge off your
parents directly. Since most students
do, at least for a few days, this
f
benefit applies to nearly everyone.
3. Sleeping in is a beautiful
thing. You don't have to worry
about getting up in lime for those
early morning classes following a
night of hard-core partying. That's
over until January. Mom and Dad
might run you out of bed every now
and then, but at least you don't have
to stumble across campus to sleep
through a lecture.
If you're like me, you get to
sleep through you parents' lectures
right in the comfort of your own
home! What a convenience.
2. No more registration until
spring. Yup, the only lines you'll
be waiting in will be at cash
registers to buy those last minute
presents and at the return counter
when you try to trade in those
bunny slippers Aunt Mildred has
been buying you since you were six.
And the numero uno reason to
rejoice at the end of the semester is...
1. Buttafuoco! Buttafuoco!
Buttafuoco! Hell, if Leuerman uses
it, so can I.
So there they are. Clip this
column out and keep it. Read it
when you mink you just can't study
another second, and remember that
once those exams are done, you're
done until Jan. 6.
Yes, we have to be back by Jan.
6, not even a full week into the New
Year. Earlier than any other school
in the state.
On that note, have a happy
holiday season!
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PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

By Jay Angel

What do you want for Christmas?

M]
Up to:
James Brady

Up to:
South Africa

Up to:
Christmas break

The former aide to Ronald
Reagan finally saw the Brady
Bill, which will require a fiveday waiting period on handgun purchases, passed by
Congress. Brady called the
bill's passage a move toward
a "saner country."

Finally, citizens and leaders in that racially divided
country have agreed to end
Apartheid and hold the
nation's first ever all-race
elections April 27.

Go home, relax, enjoy
some timeoff and don't think
about school until January.

Gladys Johnson, director of
cooperative eduatlon

Suggestions for UPS A DOWNS are welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872.

Angle Hatton
What a long
strange trip
considered the consequences before
I made my peace-loving Air Supply
CD live next door to my loud,
obnoxious Iron Maiden CD. I guess
they must have killed each other
off.
Maybe they evaporated due to
unknown elements in the atmosphere of my apartment.
Mice or roaches could have
made off with them.
Maybe I gave them away when I
was sleepwalking.
It had to be one of these reasons
because I know my friends would
never, ever steal my CDs.
It has to be a coincidence that
the CDs decided to make war or run
away on the days when my roommates and I were cleaning up from
parties.
UIM

«ll l„w»... Ar.Mlr ~~J. A~.>.

steal, and besides, these are my
friends.

I suppose some people might
have gotten suspicious when
perrothead friends came over and,
the next day all the Buffeu CDs
were gone, but not me.
Meanwhile, I'm being very kind
and considerate to the four CDs I
have left.
I also keep them locked up
when people are partying at my
apartment, but not because I'm
afraid they'll be abducted.
It's because I'm nurturing my
remaining CDs, and I don't want to
expose them to the rowdier elements. Yeah. That's the ticket.
Besides, by being at a party,
they run the risk of being arrested
simply for being there.
I wouldn't want my little CDs
arrested because then they would be
stigmatized as criminals.
Then no one would even want to
steal them and no one would take
them in if they ran away.
They might even get depressed
and become alcoholics..
Then they could throw drunken
parties where their owners might get
stolen by their drunken CD friends.
But wait, dial's not possible.
Friends don't steal, do they?

Guns aren't the problem, violence is
Kudos to Congress for passing
the much debated Brady Bill.
Just a quick glance at any of the
"world-in-a-half-hour" news
programs piped into our homes
everyday will reveal the violence
we all face just by being here.
Unfortunately, the frequent
vehicle for violent acts is a gun.
The availability of guns in
America is definitely a problem, but
I think Congress is merely paying
the problem lip service by passing
the Brady Bill.
The bill was a good compromise
between trying to get the guns out
of the hands of criminals without
restricting the rights of law- abiding
citizens, but it addresses a symptom
and not the problem.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not
opposed to doing something about
the problem; I just don't think there
is any hope of keeping the guns out
of the hands of the people who will
so readily wield them.
Congress has imposed a waiting
period and a background check.
They could, and should, make
driver's licenses encoded with a
person's criminal record, so anyone
trying to buy a gun could be
immediately checked for a criminal
record.

Jim Quiggins
My turn

We can check, regulate, outlaw,
restrict and register all the guns in
the world, but the individual who
wants to kill with a firearm will still
doit
Washington, D.C., has the
strictest gun control laws in the
country, and guess what? Washington DC., has the highest gunrelated homicide rate in the country.
If we can't take the guns away
from the criminals, then how can
this problem of violence be addressed?
Some people want to try to beat
the hooligans at their own game and
fight back. But personally, I don't
think more violence is a good
answer.
We need to address the problem
at its root.
The 20th century in America
has been filled with the lore and
glory of violence, especially the
romanticizing of gun play. From the

myths of how the West was won, to
modem movies like "Demolition
Man," gun-related violence has
been glorified to us, the people of
America, so much that most of us
have been desensitized to some
degree by seeing portrayals of
violent acts.
Several studies have shown that
children who watch violence
become violent people. As a result,
they edited Bugs Bunny and Road
Runner, but prime time is still filled
with guns and guts. In spite of the
facts, television networks continue
to show graphic violence.
I'm not endorsing censorship,
but it would be nice to see television
executives address the problem in a
more responsible manner.
If we can take the glory out of
gunning someone down, maybe
fewer people will resort to carrying
out their will with a gun.
The bottom line in my mind is
that as an American citizen, I have a
constitutional right to a gun, and no
one can limit or restrict that right.
On the other hand, I don't like
living in such a violent world.
Quiggins is a junior journalism
major from Richmond and is photo
editor for the Progress.
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Roy Kldd, athletic director
and head football coach

"To be fully funded
by the state."

"All my students to
receive a 4.0."

Runaway CDs confound editor
I joined a CD club when I was
18 and racked up about SO or 60
CDs during a year of respectable
membership.
Of course, a collection agency
soon put my respectable membership status in jeopardy, and only a
cunning address change saved me
from losing my life's savings to this
blood-sucking club.
Anyway, back to the SO or 60
CDs I got from the club.
Now, three years later, I own
only four CDs, two of which I stole
from my brother.
The mystery remains. Where
have all my CDs gone?
I have some theories.
The most obvious theory and
the first to come to mind is that I
must have been unkind to them and
they ran away.
True, I never bought those fancy
CD cleaning cloths or any special
shelves to keep them in, but I kept
them warm and played them
regularly. Who would have
thought?
Maybe there was internal
turmoil on the entertainment system
shelf. They probably didn't like
each other. Maybe I should have

"Good health and
happiness for •verybody.''

"Mora students to
participate In co-op,
but I can't tell you
what I really want."

Jeannette Crockett, dean
of student Ufa

Thomas Myers, vice president for student affairs

"A large enough
appropriation from
the state so that we
won't have to Increase the tuition for
students."

"All the students who
had financial aid In
1993-94 would get
their applications In
by February so they
can get state grants."

Hanry Funderburk, president

Herb Vescio, director of
student financial assistance
'"-•;

■■•>->*-<L-

CALL YOUR PAPA FOR THE PERFECT PIZZA
DURING FINALS.

LARGE
Bl,SINFSS

^-*^T7Pi
t^JYm
Lil I
-

ORDERS

DISCOUNTED!

V ** L ^ J^^^CAMPUS

tttfa*"^

8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Lose those extra 11 pounds
Stop smoking
Stop drinking
Go to class
Pay my parking tickets
Stop cow-tipping
Stop stalking my ex
READ THE PROGRESS

624-2828
COUPON

COUPON
iPIZZ/l

14" Large
1 Topping

2-14" Large
1 Topping

$5.75

$9.99

♦ Tax

Additional toppings 95e each.

1

SERVING
view
fcivu

♦ Tax

Additional toppings 95$ each.

COUPON

16" Extra Large
fpizz*,

$7.97

♦ Tax

Additional toppings $1.25 each.
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

Computerized GRE now available
By Jason VanOver

The adaptive style offers the student a medium-hard question, if the
student gets the answer correct the
questions gets harder and harder as
they go along. When the student answers the question wrong, the nextquestion will go down to an easier level.
The new adaptive lest gives random
questions, so no two tests are alike.
But the computer lest does have a
drawback. With the written test, the
test taker is able to skip over the questions that he or she has problems with
and come back to them. With the new
GRE, the lest taker cannot skip a question and come back to it
The Educational Testing Service
says the new computerized test does
not discriminate against the technologically illiterate. Before each computerized GRE, the students are instructed on the use of the machine, and
the students can go through the tutorial
as long as they want before beginning
the test All the students really have to
learn is how to point at the rightmultiplc
choice answer with a mouse.
The paper/pencil GRE is offered
at 1,149 locations in the nation, while
the computerized GRE is limited to
only 170 centers.
"Beginning in 1996, the written lest
will be eliminated, and Eastern will
have the computerized test," Acker said.

reserve a place at the test site and for
Staff writer
the test materials. Eastern then receives a roster of the people who will
Students who plan to go on to be taking the lest
graduate school will have an advanThe current paper/pencil GRE is
tage in the near future. They will be given nationally five times a year,
able to take the dreaded GRE (Gradu- while the computerized version is
ate Record Examination) on computer. given three limes a week. The student
Currently, the GRE offered on preparing for graduate school can call
campus is only in the paper/pencil and make an appointment at the center
format. But if the students believe the for any of die three days.
computerized exam will give them an
The GRE now offered is adminisadvantage, they can take the test at the tered in a large group setting while the
Sylvan Learning Center in Louisville. new GRE will give the student a oneThe Sylvan centers are the only cen- on-one situation with a computer.
ters in the country that have a contract
That situation is one reason why
to give the test at this time.
the Educational Testing Service, who
Dean Acker, who is dean of insti- is in charge of administering the GRE,
tutional research and testing, believes SAT and the PSAT, likes the lest.
that taking the computerized test is an They believe that interacting with the
advantage.
computer will make the student feel
"The advantage of the computer- more comfortable.
ized test is that you get your test scores
The new computerized test will
immediately after you take the test. have another advantage to the current
With the paper/pencil test you have to GRE; each lest will be different. Right
wait two weeks to get your scores now (he computerized GRE is followback," Acker said.
ing along the same lines of the paper/
The current paper/pencil lest has a pencil test, but in the future it will move
price of $48. The new test to be offered to what is called an adaptive lest
runs at a little under double the price
The adaptive lest has multiple
with a cost of $93.
choice questions that you choose from.
Procedure for the GRE on campus If you get the answer right, you get
requires the student who is testing to another question that isa little harder,"
send off a packet to Princeton, NJ., to Acker said.

By Terry Stevens

Place Classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words
Thrifty Dutchman Motel is now accepting ROOMMATE WANTED
HELP WANTED
sptriicssioMforfraMdaskclerks.No phone
AACRUISF.ATRAVELJOBS.EABN
t33mlMO ♦ TRAVEL THE WORLD
FREE! (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, HAWAII. ASIA!) CRUISE LINES NOW
HIRING FOR BUSY HOLIDAY.
SPRING AND SUMMER SEASONS.
LISTING SERVICE!
CALL (919) 929-4391 «t St.

calls please! Deadhn 12/7.
FOR SAl F
Spring Break! Panama City! 8 Days
Oceanview Room With A Kitchen! $119!
Great Location! Walk To Bars! Includes
Discount Card! Hurry! Prices Increase 1/
1311-SO0-678-63S6.

AKCrN«B«raassBs41/2A5monthsold.
EARN $500 or more weekly «ufr«n en
velopet at hone. Send kwj SASE to: fawn color. Call 623-8441 or 623-6489.
Country Livmj Shoppers. Deft A30, P.O. F-UNDRAISERS.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727GROUPS * CLUBS
1779.
Raise up lo $500 $1500 in less than s week.
$700/wk. canneries; $4.500/mo. Pass wto a trip to MTV SPRING BREAK
deckhands. Alaska summer fisheries now •94 A get sFREET-Shirt just for calling. 1hiring. Employment Alaska 1-206-323- 800-930-1039. Bxi 65.
2672.
EMERGENCY RESPITE
PROVIDERS:
Arc of die Bhiiigrass be. is soaking for
respite providers to care for children and
adults with disabilities who are experiencing a family crisis. Care is generally in the
provider's own home for periods of 24 hrs.
to 30 days. Occasional work. Provider
must be 18. police check required, paid
training provided, adrquatu housing required. For application call 233-1483.
Outside Lexington area, call 1-800-7661197.
I
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to
promote the Hottest Spring Break Destinations, call the nation's leader. InterCampus Programs 1 800-327-6013.
The Thrifty Dutchman Motel is now accepting applications for front desk clerks.
No phone calls please! Deadline 12/7.

ROOMMATE WANTED fbr2l
apt. 1 1/2 miles from campus. Rant, i_.
$150.Christian. no alcohol. CaDRobMi
at 624-4203 ASAP.
Female roommate needed for Spring :
mester. Khrisbe 624-1338.

BIRTHDAYS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Christy, hope yoi
enjoy your 21st! I tove you. Heather.
Happy 22nd Birthday Susan Gayle Reed I
thought about going out and buying you a
really expensive present but I know thai
you're not into that kinda thing! So here a
your free birthday message instead. Luv
me!

SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
Train A Jump the same day for ONLY
$90! Lackey's Airport. US 23 South. 6
miles from By Pass, turn right on Menelsus
Rd.SaLASun.lOs.m. For info, call (606)
873-0311 or 986-8202 weekends.

Goodbye Barlene, I sure will miss you out
in Cali. It's been fun even though I had
trouble keeping you in line at times. Luv,
Darren.

T»PI— S*rvi<*: Will type A print term
papers. Resumes, etc. Laser jet printer.
fesonabie rates. Call 986-1372.

Monies get to work and whip the new staff
into shape. You got a herd act to follow
(ha ha)

Ship packages UPS at Currier's Music
World. 136 W. Main. 623-6010.

Darren. I know you will miss me, who else
would put up with you! Good Luck A call
me from CA. Your favorite secretary,
Charlene.

WANTED TO BUY - used Cello for
Christmasgift- Call 624-2200.
Female student looking for another female
student to carpool to Columbus, Ohio on
occasional weekends throughout the school
year! Cal!4502(M,W before 2:15 pm.T.
R after 10:15 am.)

BEACH Springbreak Promoter. Small or The Sun Shoppe Tanning Salon. Five rislarge groups. FREE nips and CASH. Call ks for $10. Just arrived - designer handbaas and holiday sportswear. 310 East
CMI1 800-423-5264.
Main. 623-8110.

The deadline for
classifieds in the
January 13 issue of the
Progress is noon on
Monday, January 10.
-=r

Steph. Good Luck out there in the real
world! Keep in touch. Charlene
Moonbeam. C U at Niagara Falls before
Christmas! JMC
Darren, you've inspired ma so much with
your loving, caring attitude; I only hope I
can fill the big shoes left behind! I hope
you have a safe journey loCaliforia. Love
ya always, Monica.

WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the comer of
1st and Main:
What date did the Who's "Nightmare Concert1' happen in Cincinnati?

Last week's answer:
Cuban Bee Hummingbird

coupon • coupon • coupon

Too much
laundry, not

IT'S TIME TO
RESERVE YOUR
TEXTS FOR THIS
SPRING SEMESTER
AT THE UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

U

^r-j7^i//rT '''/'///'//fri". $&9l

-frfffiffifaKfit*^

Entertaining?

j enough time? §
'

Parties

Mother's Laundry 1

To Go

i Wash/Dry/Fold/Hang services §

33% off
i

L

drop-off laundry

c

| Open 8 a.m. -10 p.m. every day |
Good luck with finals!
•

I

Call for our NEW

g

with coupon

623-5014
1
Shoppers Vlage Shopping Cfr. 38

coupon •coupon •coupon

Holiday Catering Menu
'Bear one another's burdens, and so
fulfiUthe
Law of Christ.
Kt,.
galatians 6:2

Madison Garden

THRIFTY
DUTCHMAN

,,,#0//M''/''/!',',!'77IT>

MOTEL AND TANNING CENTER

Good luck on finals
from The University
Bookstore!

1

CENTLR <t CAMPUS

The University Bookstore Reservation Form
Social Security.
Name
Home Address
City, State, Zip Code.
Campus Address
DEPARTMENT

COURSE NUMBER

Reservation

623-8814

any room $25

^UNIVERSITY
pBOOKSTORE

0

623-9720

I

i

1505 LEXINGTON RD. RICHMOND
(ACROSS FROM ARLINGTON)

1

SECTION NUMBER

•

NEW

USED

T-SHIRTS'SWEATSHIRTS* CAPS
SEW ON LETTERS • GLASSWARE
THOUSANDS OF OTHER PRODUCTS

624-2724 or 1-800-ORDER-DT
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?Fall graduation
set for Dec. 11
Selena Woody
ivities •dHor

i«l ■ When Fabiana Chiu returns to
Eastern this month, it won't be to take
a final or move out of a residence hall
/worn, it will be to accept the honor of
» outstanding alumna at the December
-graduation of the college of Applied
"1' Arts and Technology.
"I am very humbled (to be the
chosen alumna),'' said Chiu, who was
(^chosen to be recognized by the college
JjJjpf her outstanding career in public
relations since her graduation from
•■'•the university. "I always think of EKU
- warmly and had it not been for such a
positiveexperience(at the university),
1 might not be where I am today."
Chiu has worked in high public
'relations offices for such dignified
organizations as the Smithsonian Institute and the Brooklyn Honor Society. She is currently the deputy direc' tor of the Chinatown History Museum
J
m New York City.
•<** Other former students have also

Arts & Humanrttos
K 1p.m., Gilford Theatre
I Lobby, Campbell Building
B6 student* graduating

College of...

"

Allied Hearth & Nursing
10 a.m., Brack Auditorium
B Family Living Cantor. Burner Bulking
IN students graduating

hoWflj

been invited to several of the
university's college graduations, either as speakers or honorary guests.
Fall graduations in each of the
university's nine colleges will take
place on Dec. 11 across campus. Each
college prepares its own ceremony
and hosts receptions immediately following graduation.
Several colleges plan to recognize
outstanding students and/or alumni for
their achievements during and after
college. These include
•Applied Arts and Technology
(alumni) — Danny McKinney,
Fabiana L. Chiu, Franklin Conley,
William Adams. Bradley K. Moore.
•Allied Health and Nursing—First
master'sclass on Occupational Therapy.
•Business—Katina Sarakatsannis,
Robert Saison, Geraldine Young,
Timothy Fields, Russell Pepper, Troy
Coon, Troy Shrout, Vincent Harrison.
•Law Enforcement—Ali Alotaibi,
Fayez Alsuabaie, Assad Alothman.
•Social and Behavioral Sciences
— Woodrow Wilson Gabbard. Jr.

',

::'"■■>'

1993 Winter Graduation

eommaneamant
oaramoraaa
throughout campus ;
i Saturday with
Iraeapttona toaowtrg.

■

> - ■■:--:■

Law Cnfofcement
*:10 a.m., Perkins Building
: Lobby. Parkins Building
141 students graduating

Applied Arts & Technology

it: 7 p.m., Brock Auditorium
WaaaptJoii: Family Living Center. Burner BuUding
123 students graduating

Natural m Mathematical Sciaticas

4 p.m.. Brock Auditorium
Family Living Canter. Burner Building
lit students graduating

Graduation: 10 a.m., Kaon Johnson Ballroom
Reception: Walnut Had
42 students graduating

Social & Behavioral Sciences
Graduation: 1 p.m.. Keen Johnson Ballroom
RsosptJon: Walnut Hall
ISO students graduating

Education
Graduation: 1p.m.. Brock Auditorium
Recaption: Lobby. Powell BuHdtng
174 students graduating

Progreas/Tim Blum

After vou've read vour Progress^
drop it in one of the recycling bins around campus.

RESERVE USED BOOKS & SAVE CASlTK
University Book & Supply

MMOOMOMMMMOMOOMM

Pace's is now offering a 10% student
discount with valid I.D.
Not valid on alcohol or specials.

End of Semester?

Party
Dome

Taco/beer for $1

arv iii Hi*- **

The Student Store. Just Off Campus
528 Eastern By-Pass
624-0220

llies. & Thurs. 8-10 p.m.

Call for our NEW
group dining menu!

Madison Garden

Comer of First
and Water St.

623-9720
<?v.

T-mm\

Monday Night Football
Buds $1 Free Pizza
Tuesday
Happy Hour ALL night
Wednesday
Ladies Night

j

Thursday
Weekend Blastoff Party
8 p.m. - 4 for 1 Bud Draft

PLUS... We're buying books...
.. .hard or soft backs-each day!

SPRING SEMESTER STUDENTS
^p>|fc
Avoid the long lines...
f&& ^o°* make sure you get a

so^o^*

used book for the

spring semester....
No Deposit Required • No Obligation to Purchase
When you reserve your books
You can't lose!
Cut - Complete - Return to UBS before you leave campus

MOJO FILTER KINGS

REGISTER & WIN A
DORM REFRIGERATOR

Saturday December 4 at

(No obligation to purchase.)

IRON WORKS

□ Yes!

Reserve my books for the
Spring Semester.

Aerobics & Fitness
THE WAIT IS OVER!!!

□ No!

Just register me for the
refrigerator drawing on
January 5,1994.

Registration Form

OPEN HOUSE!!! SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4TH, 12:00 - 6:00
S1ZZUN SPECIAL
REGISTER NOW TO WIN ONE OF
10 FREE 1 YEAR MEMBERSHIPS

TO REGISTER CALL
623-7370

(ALL books are fully returnable)
NO obligation to purchase and NO deposit required.
Dept.

Course

Section
Name:

Home Address:

YOU CANT WIN IF YOU PONT CALL! tl

city

Membership Includes:
* Padded Running Track
* Personal Training
* Health Food Deli
* Nutrition Center

* Aerobics
* Super Circuit
* Private Showers
* Child Care

And Much Much More!!!

New Patrons Only

state

Local Phone:

signed

University Book & Supply • Just off campus
Complete & return to UBS today!

,

dp
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SHOOTINGS:
Visitor shot by
BBgun

FORTHE BRIGHTEST
HOLIDAYS OF ALL

PROJECT CRUNCH TIME

UP ON THE HOUSE TOP
Whatever is your holiday wish
Be It large or small.
You 're sure to find Just what you want
This year at Richmond MalL
Our stores are stocked with wondrous things
And full of holiday cheer.
Come see St. Nick with all the kids
And watch them tug his beard.
Anything your heart desires
We have in store for you
From clothes, to tools, to VCR's
It s just a dream come true.
Ask the wife who found the gift
That was her husband's wish.
He's on the roof and won't come down...
He loves his satellite dish.

Oontlnuad from front papa
bull bearings from high-powered slingshots at the windows of Todd Hall
from their fourth floor room.
Lynn and Raisor, like Minton,
both face l-S years in prison if convicted of the felony and withdrew
from the university Nov. 15.
' A third shot at a Todd Hall window has produced no culprits, but
Wynn Walker, assistant director of
public safety believes that shot may
have come from the same slingshot
that Lynn and Raisor used in their
shootings.
Despite the sudden increase in
shootings, university police are hesitant to label the shootings as an epidemic.
"You can't formerly call it a trend,
because we have had similar incidents occur in the past,'* Walker said.
Walker said it isn't uncommon
for young men to bring their childhood BB guns to school, but warns
that it violates university policy.
Campus dwellers have no guarantee of safety from the shots that fly
from the BB guns and high-powered
slingshots, because "no one has any
idea when someone will go out and
start shooting at random," Walker
said.
While Walker can't make any
safety guarantees to campus residents,
he contends that the campus is much
safer than most other college campuses and believes Mother Nature
will help increase the safety of campus residents and visitors.
"If nothing else, the cold weather
cuts down on the targets they have
because there are less people to shoot
at," Walker said. '
One target that future campus
snipers won't have the opportunity of
targeting again is Boscmcr or her son.
"I was impressed with the school
at first, but after (the shooting), I
don't want me or my son to have any
part of it," Bosemer said.

We reaeh E.K.U.
like no one else.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

Richmond
MALL
830 Eastern By-Pa* • Richmond, KY 6W-623-2111

NU WAVE Hair Desiflns

Announce* the arrival of our now
Nail Technician, Mary Shepherd,
formerly of Las Vegas, Nevada.
Christmas Special

623-4777

ALARM: Officials trying to troubleshoot system
Continued from front page
false fire alarms since the system was
put on line.
"It hasn't been a problem," he said.
"We've even used some of these false
alarms to All our requirements for fire
drills."
Bonar said he didn't think the system is malfunctioning as a whole.
In fact, he thought it was a big
improvement over the old system,
where they had to rely on someone
seeing signs of a Tire and pulling a
switch.
He said he expected problems with

Party
Dome

T-V

the new system, but the physical plant
knows where the trouble spots are so
they can fix them.
Minx said the system is checked
twice a year according to guidelines
set up by the state Arc marshal's office, and equipment is replaced when
needed.
He said he would like to have
more routine checks and double checks
of all Are alarm systems, but the people
needed to conduct them are not available.
"It would be great if we had the
manpower to check these systems
regularly," he said.

LONDON
Tour Includes:

623-9720

March 12 - March 19
• Airfare from Lexington
• 6 Nights Accommodations
• 1 Theatre Ticket
• 1/2 day London Tour
• 2 day Tour of British Countryside

• Several Meals
• Travel Insurance

group dining menu!

Madison Garden

Minx said, overall, the system
works well enough for the purpose of
Are prevention.
He admits there are still a lot of
things to be Axed, but no one is in any
danger because the sensors are working, and they are able to locate any
problems with the system so they can
be Axed.
"I'd rather have something go off
than not go off," Minx said.
"I would rather the alarm go off
three limes a day and have the buildings evacuated each time, than have
the system not go off when there was
a real Are," Minx said.

• Continental Breakfast Daily

iii the *

Call for our NEW

i

Expires 12-24-83

521 Leighway Dr.
Manager/Stylist • Robert Bums

Friend-Get-Togethers?

The first
issue of the
Progress
will be January
13. Don't
forget to call
and reserve
your ad space
by Monday.
Janaury 10.

Full set of nails

Progress/JIM QUIGGINS

Susan Troendly, a senior theraputlc recreation major, and Stephen Rusle, a senior
geography planning major, work on a REC 300 paper at the microfilm machine.

TRAVEL ON THIRD
Call for Details

6248785

104 S. Third St

Richmond's Finest Coffee

COFFEE'S^Mft? ETC...
Fresh Roasted • Fresh Brewed

55***
Pennsylvania Dutch

FUNNEL CAKES
With drive thru convenience-in the little white hut next to Big Lots
on the Eastern By-pass

Regis Hairstylists
Thursday is Men's Day!
Shampoo
Shampoo, Cut
and Cut
and Style
$10
$12
Richmond Mall
Walk-Ins Welcome

624-0066

m
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University
denies blame
for Goodrich
death
By DeVone Holt
News *d it Of

The university his denied responsibility or negligence in the Oct 28,
1992 death of Eastern student HoUy
Goodrich, who fell from her 11-story
Telford Hall window, in response to a
lawsuit that suggests otherwise.
Exactly one year after her
daughter's death, Virgena Goodrich
filed a complaint, seeking the maximum S100.000, with the state Board
of Claims charging that the university
was negligent and responsible for her
daughter's death because of unsafe
windows.
Goodrich, however, contends that
the window her daughter fell from
opened further than the other windows in the room.
However, the university's written
response, released by the school's attorney Giles Black on Monday, said the
window Goodrich fell from wasn't
modified to violate any applicable building codes, therefore disassociating the
university and any of its employees
from any responsibility in her death.
Black refused to elaborate on the
university's claim. "I think it speaks
for itself," he said.
Black could only guess on a date,
but he was almost certain the case
would be heard by the Board of Claims
sometime in the future, possibly in
late 1994.

The
Progress
Advertisers

Every year, your heart pumps
2,625,000 pints of blood.

NEWS BRIEFS
■ Planetarium plans
special Christmas
show called "Story of
the Star"

■ Cindy Preszler
narrates Planetarium's
new weather show

decorate the hall while singing Christmas music. The event recreates the
English custom of decking the halls
with holly and other evergreens for the
Christinas season.
Eastern Kentucky University's
Dr. George S trunk, pastor of Fust
Hummel Planetarium will debuta new United Methodist Church, Richmond,
program titled "Amazing Worlds of will be the featured speaker.
Weather," which will explore the
The event also features scripture
earth's weather and climate and re- readings and a short holiday message.
flect on how growing knowledge of
The event is free and open to the
the field will help scientists better un- public.
derstand what lies ahead for the planet
—Brett Dunlap
and the people who live on it
The program is narrated by
WKYT-TV meteorologist Cindy
Preszler.
The show will also cover weather
phenomena found on other planets in
the solar system, weather patterns on
Earth and how technology is used in
forecasting the weather.
The show will start on Thursday,
Jan. 6. The shows can be seen Thursdays and Fridays at 7:30 p.m. and
Saturdays and Sundays at 3:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. Admission is S3.50 for
adults, S3 for senior citizens and students and $2.75 for children 12 and
under.
— Brett Dunlap

The Hummel Planetarium has
scheduled a special Christmas program for the holiday season.
" S lory of the Star" will be presented from now until Dec. 23.
The program uses historical and
astronomical events in an attempt to
establish the month and year of Christ's
birth.
The program will also explain the
earth's motions in space during the
years before Christ's birth and possible astronomical explanations for
the Star of Bethlehem are explored,
but the final identification of the star
is left to each member of the audience
to decide.
Hummel is the ninth largest
planearium in the United States and
23rd largest in the world. The 180seat facility is named inhonor of a
long-time professor of physics at Eastem, Arnim Hummel.
The planetarium is located adjacent to the Perkins Building on Kit
Carson Drive.
■Students to present
Admission is $3.90 for adults, $3
for senior citizens and students and 64th annual Hanging
$2.75 for children 12 and under.
of the Greens
The shows can be seen on ThursThe 64th annual "Hanging of the
days and Fridays at 7:30 p.m. and on
Saturdays and Sundays at 3:30 and Greens" program will be held at 4 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 5 in Walnut Hall of the
7:30 p.m.
For more information,call ihcplan- Keen Johnson Building.
Young women dressed in white
eiarium at 1547.
robes
enter Walnut Hal I carrying holly,
— Angie Haiton
wreaths and candles and proceed to

Surely, you can spare a few.
+ American
Red Cross
^/iic Hood iHjiiM. Il mil be jell for a lifetime.

TOY OUR HO? HUM
Hot subs include Steak ft
Cheese, Pizza Sub, Chicken
Breast Fillet ft Meatball
Sub. All subs come with
your choice of vegetables and
dressings on bread baked fresh several times a day in our store.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SPECIAL
Buy any footlong sub and
a medium drink and get
a footlong sub of equal
or lesser price for 99c
Offer valid after 5 p.m. everyday during December.
No coupon necessary.

*SUBUJ.W»
623-3458
539 LEIGHWAY DRIVE • OPPOSITE DENNY'S

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-1 a.m.. Sat 10:30 aja. -11 pjn.

h\k\ \\ourj of /ry/ty. forty found

9

Call 622-1881
Before Noon
Monday To
Reserve Your
Ad Space.
AAA Rent A Space A12
A&E AS
Air Force A10
Apollo Pizza B2
Applefoee's B4
Banana's B5
Bottles AlO
Captain D'sAl 2
Coffee's To Go ETC... A6
Dairy Queen AlO
Discover A9
Domino's A7
DT Enterprises A4
End Zone A5
Fazolls B8
Ford's Fitness A8
Ironworks A5
Isaacs. Davis & Reynolds B4
JC Penney Styling B7
Jack's Cleaners AlO
Jesus A4
Kappa Alpha Order B8
Klnko's A12
Little Caesars B7
Madison Garden A4.A5. AS
Madison Optical AlO
Mar-Tan Optical. Inc. Al 1
Mother's Laundry A4
New Way Boot Shop All
Nu Wave A6
One Stop Photo AlO
O'Rlley's B2
Paco's A5
Papa John's Pizza A3
Phi Mu Alpha AlO
Picture Perfect Photo B4
Rd. Church of Christ B4
Recordsmith B2
Regis A6
Richmond Mall A6
Richmond Mall Movies B2
ROTC B2
Sera-Tec B3
Shades of Richmond AlO
Soft Shoe All
Subway A7. B3
Taco Bell B7. B8
Thrifty Dutchman A4
Travel on Third A6. A8
Towne Cinema B2
Trinity Pres. B4
UBS A5.A8. A11.B8
University Book Store A4. B7
University Cinemas B2
Village Florist A8
Visa AS
Vtvaiin A6
Water Street Mall B4
WizeAuto B5

ji>reiK JptcU{/^> ***** 623-0030
Large
One Item &
Order of Breadsticks

Medium
One Item &
Order of Breadsticks

$6.99

$5.99

Expires 12-15-93

Expires 12-15-93
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623-0030
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TRAVEL ON THIRD

HERC: Program cuts, other college changes still on the table
Continued from front pay
pect that one to be resolved Friday."
However, Cox said the issue of
program reduction is not as close to
being resolved.
"Program cuts are another matter,'' Cox said. "That issue is being
discussed on campuses across the state,
ab it's on the table, but I can't say what
action the commission might take on it
Friday."
•' Funderburk said he doesn't think
.the commission will cut programs
which are vital at any college, regardless of what the criteria for program
elimination is.
• "I think you're going to see some
marginal programs eliminated,"

Funderburk said. "I call marginal programs low enrollment, very low graduation programs, without putting a number on it, because that's hard to do.
Really, what we're looking at is submarginal programs."
Funderburk said that despite the
fact HERC hasn't taken any action
regarding Eastern specifically, changes
are on the way that will change the
way things work in Richmond.
"Up to this point, everything has
been prcuy general." Funderburk said.
"but there's no question that performance-based funding, admission re
quircments, core programs, things like
that will affect us.
"It will definitely change the way
we do business," Funderburk said.

Although HERC's final deadline
is approaching fast, both Cox and
Funderburk said they feel the commission can meet it.
"We have two meetings after this
one," Cox said, "so we have to start
thinking about how to wrap everything up."
But Funderburk said the commission will have to be careful in order to
make sure it does everything it is supposed to do.
"We've got the chance to make
some big improvements in higher education," Funderburk said, "but we
could go the other way very easily."
The final two meetings for HERC
are scheduled for Dec. 15and20atthe
capital in Frankfort.

Spring Break "94"

Miller says put
athletics on table
Monday faculty senate wM consider a motion made by philosophy
professor Robert Miller to have
HERC take athletics into consideration before cutting programs.
Currently, collegiate athletics
and the financial situation surrounding them are not being addressed
by Gov. Jonas' commission.
The motion says programs
should not be cut "until funding is
reduced for those activities that are
not essential to the primary missions of the universities.''

Nov 10:

Christine MuBcr. 42. Wilmore.
reported her purse and wallet were
stolen from her vehicle while it was
parked in the Alumni Coliseum parking
lot.
Nov. 11:
Mike Davidson. O'Donnell Hall
reported someone had broken a window
on the fourth floor of O'Donnell.
Genella Lynn Stewart, 20, Bumam
Hall, was arrested and charged with
Alcohol intoxication.
Nov. 12:

Randy White, 23, Richmond, was
arrested and charged with leaving the
scene of an accident and driving under
the influence of alcohol.
Joshua Perry. 21, Matiox Hall.
reported someone had stolen his car
while it was parked in front of Telford
Hall.
David Gordon. O'Donnell Hall,
reported someone broke the glass
window of a door in the lobby of
O'Donnell Hall.
Karen Rudick. 38, Richmond,
reported the rear window of her vehicle
was shattered by a small rock while u
was parked on University Drive fcy Hie""
United Methodist Church.
Bobby L. Elliott HI. 20. Salvisa,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.

Nov. 16:
Ana Greenwell, 49, Richmond,
reported someone damaged the side
door mirror and antenna of her vehicle.
Angela M. Brown, 22. Dupree Hall,
was arrested and charged with theft by
unlawful taking and falsely reporting an
incident to public safety.
Nov. 17:
Dawn Haddin. 27. Richmond,
reported someone stole a money bag
belonging to Little Caesar's from the
Commonwealth Hall lobby.
Nov. 18:
Keitha Cannes, 20. Irvine, reported
her vehicle was stolen while it was
parked on University Drive at the Keen
Johnson Building.
" John King,'
reported someone damaged Ihei
window of his vehicle while it was
parked in the Alumni Coliseum parking
lot.

David Graves, Keene Hall, reported
a window was broken on the third floor
of Keene Hall.
Ronald Lara. 19. Keene Hall.
reported someone stole the rear tire and
rim from his bicycle while it was parked
on a bicycle rack at Keene Hall.
Christopher Wood. 22, Keene Hall,
reported someone entered his vehicle
and stole a necklace.

7 nights
4 nights
5 nights
7 nights
7 nights

624-8785
104 S . Third St.

Call Now for Details!

Red Roses

Say "Merry ChrUtmas"
with fifteen... Utm gift
that* ahoay rig**.

c.ish ,iml carry
[ f^. VILLAGE FLORIST
I
125 South Third Street
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Compiled by Brett Dunlap
Nov. 15:
Ryes Ball, 19, Louisville, was
charged with possession of marijuana.
Brian W. Bottom. 19. Russell
Springs, was charged with possession of
marijuana.
Matthew A. Moore. 19. Russell
Springs, was charged with possession of
marijuana.
Kelly Vance. Case Hall, reported
someone entered a room in Case Hall. A
window screen was removed and large
boot prints were found in the room. No
items were reported missing.

$639*
$432"
$527"
$208"
$129"

^V**^***

S6.95 .i dozen

POLICE BEAT
The following reports have been
filed with the university's division of
public safety:

Cancun
Cruise
Cruise
South Padre Island, Texas
Daytona Beach, Florida

reports represent only the judge's
decision in each case.

Anthony D. Tapscott, 21, Liberty,
was found guilty of driving under the
influence of alcohol Charges of an
improper lane change were dismissed.
Ryan R. Merdis, 18. Todd Hall.
charges of possession of marijuana, less
than eight ounces, were dismissed.
Jeffery J. Robinson. 23. Richmond,
was found guilty of possession of
Nov. 19:
marijuana, less than eight ounces.
TMTany C. Gibbons. 20. Dupree
Wade H. Owens. 18. Stanford, was
Hall, was arrested and charged with
found guilty of disregarding traffic
alcohol intoxication.
control sign. Charges of possession of
Jason A. Irwin. 19, Todd Hall, was
arrested and charged with driving under an altered driver's license were
dismissed.
the influence of alcohol and reckless
Douglas R. York, 21, Brockton, was
driving.
found guilty of possession of marijuana,
Elizabeth Davis. 19. Bumam Hall,
less than eight ounces.
reported two pairs of jeans were stolen
Timothy A. Wissing. 19, Lexingfrom the laundry room of Bumam Hall.
ton, was found guilty of alcohol
intoxication.
Nov. 20:
Peter O. Akatsa, Brockton, was
Mary Well, 31, Brockton, reported
found guilty of driving under the
someone pried the door of her trailer
open and removed the glass to a window influence of alcohol. Charges of driving
in the bedroom. No items were reported too fast for traffic conditions were
dismissed.
missing.
Jason E. Howard, 18, Payne ville,
was found guilty of alcohol possession
Nov. 21:
by a minor.
Clyde McLaren. Keene Hall,
Thomas M. Pointer. 18. Louisville,
reported someone damaged an elevator
was found guilty of alcohol intoxicacall switch on the ninth floor of Keene
tion.
- ■—
John D. Retail. 21. Oil!
found guilty of alcohol intoxication.
Court decisions
Gregory A. Lash. 18. Keene Hall,
The following reports appearing in
was found guilty of possession of drug
"Police Beat" have been resolved in
Madison District Court. These follow-up paraphernalia.

623-0340

See our New Christmas House up the Alley!

Need Money For College?
YOU CAN AFFORD COLLEGE150,000 SOURCES OF $$$$$$$$$
We keep a current list of all available fundlngs for you.
Find out more by calling Preston or Trudy

625-021
We're Local

Give us a call

'We Make Heuee CeUe"
PO Box 0328 - Richmond KY 40470-0326
Preston Robards Is an EKU Graduate/Trudy Roberta la a Berea Graduate

IIii|)p\ Holidays and good luck on Finals from the Progress.
ATTENTION SPRING TERM STUDENTS
Don't get caught short next semester - RESERVE YOUR BOOKS, NOW!

plus, IF you don't like all those LONG UNES

CASH
FOR YOUR
BOOKS!

BRING YOUR BOOKS TO:
University Book & Supply

2 hours'tl
since

The Student Store. Just Off Campus
528 Eastern By-Pass

6240220

MS iUV n« WORT MMS| Of tOOKS
HAP© OR SOn BACK COVB8

1

BOOK BUY HOURS: 9 a.m. til 7 p.m. - EVERYDAY
Remember: NO HASSLE - NO WAITING - NO LINES
Lj are always 1 st off campus at UBS.
Plus, register for our "Spring Break Get-Away for Two" in the Bahamas.

-ITS WERE YOUR FRIENDS WORKOUT"
Serving E.K.U. for 3 years.

VISA

REEBOK STEP
LifeCycles
Treadmills
LifeSteps
INDOOR TRACK • Juice Bar
Free Weights
• Tanning
Nautilus

With Visa* you're accepted at more than I0m*on places
around the \AorkJ, nearly three times more than American Express
just in case you ever come up a little short.

624-0100

Visa. Ifs Everywhere You Want To Be:

Eastern By-pass
Offer ends soon.
Other Christmas packages.
.CMnUSA He 1910.

warn

■■■■
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Eastern helps buy learning lab for Headstart

The brothers of EKU's Omlcron Psi
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonla
congratulate our new brothers:
•
Darren Fielder • Michael O. Forest
Richard Gonzales • Joseph Henderson
Darren Ling

r}y Shannon Conley
Staff writer

\ Eastern, in conjunction with the
Kentucky River Foothills Head Start
Program, has just acquired a new
lAultimedia Learning Lab.
I The lab is a 32-foot recreational
vehicle with two generators that power
eight computers, including two multimedia centers.
• Eastern signed the partnership
with the head start program in September of this year and has begun to
heavily promote the lab in three different states.
; Lucic Nelson and Norma Bowling primarily run the system through
Eastern along with Phyllis Adams of
t$e Head Start Program.
' The lab is primarily geared toward corporate software training, but
(j£D training and reading skills are
also available.
• "We're basically userfriendly." said Nelson. "We have
the capability to teach just about
anything."
; The mobile center is also to be
u|ed as a computer lab for the
university's extended campus
cfasses in remote areas of the service region.
I The lab is set up so corporations can set up times for their
employees to come in and train
trfemselves in conjunction with
classroom discussion and training
mjanuals.
{ The Head Start Program' s goal
iS to assist in providing training
fdr parents and staff of the pro-

SronVtjoob in .fltuste rto 1898 - Ixtrllnut «t fcaaten stare 1967
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
MAJORING IN
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS
Wl^ Discover
Disco
a challenging,
rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE I-800-423-USAF
ProgressAJAY ANGEL

This 32-foot van, that Eastern haloed buy to be used as a teaming lab tor local Headstart
students, to equipped with two generators that power eight computers on board.

gram as well as education, health
and human service agencies.
The lab itself is funded through
the Region Four Cabinet for Human Resources, a federal relief
organization.
The learning center is the only
one like it in the state, but several
more are in existence in other
states.
Three are in Jackson, Miss.,

paced individualized instruction
and on-site availability are the
biggest selling points for the learning center.
Any corporation or individual
interested in learning more about
or using the facility should contact the university's Special Programs Departmental 1224,or Phyllis
Adams, the Head Stan director af
According to Nelson, self- 623-7233.

and Jackson, Sommersville and Memphis, Tenn., and Akron, Ohio, have
one each.
The two on board, touch-sensitive multimedia stations are
equipped to leach reading, keyboarding, math, physics and the
like in order to prepare prospective GED students for their high
school equivalency test.

Why Air Your Dirty
Laundry In Public?

fUUiftQRh

Professional Window Tinting
Home: 606-625-1859 Mobile: 606-544-3280
Hides items inside your car, improves privacy, free estimates
Protects your interior from sun's damaging rays

Let us do your wash tor you because you've
got better tNrigs to do1

Must be 21 to enter

i

;

; ;

Richmond's original 1-Hour Photo
Kit

(.23-7470

IIIIHIIHI \1.III

We ALWAYS
Have your favorite
TUKfVTft
Blizzards
Banana Splits
Sundaes
& Delicious
Real Shakes!

Queen

$1 draft

i/,

H STOP FOTO

Dairy

t^l^oti - Your favorite
Brazier Burgers.
Chicken Sandwiches
& Hot Dogs any way
you like 'emit

Double decker bar
Nightly Specials

i I

Coupon good through 12/15/93.
Not valid with any other offer.

205 Water Street
623-6244
210 St. George Street
624-4268

Home made from
scratch Biscuits
& Sausage Gravy

500 Cactus Juice Shots

Just bring in this coupon,
Glossy photos
along with any roll of film,
and thanks to AGFA
in one hour
processing, we give you
crisp, sharp photos and
brilliant colors every time.
NOTHING ESCAPES AGFA FIJI
C-41 processing only.

•Wash, Dry, Fold/Hang
•Shirts Starched
•Same Day Service
•Leather Cleaning
•Alterations
•Silk Cleaning

Authorized Solar Guard Dealer

75* Kamikazes

Second set of prints FREE

AGFA<$>

lOMI'l 1 II LAI \Din vV
DM t I EA.NING SERVICI

JACK'S CLEANERS

QL

FREE PHOTOS

brazier

■

r~

Big Hill Avenue • Richmond. KV* - Ph. 624-0481
Locally Owned and Operated
• UJ fu. OC.Ara. D.O-Orp Coprntfil. l«l to. DO. (*p. Hpl... tn PiUW » UA«.

FROZEN

is giving you a gift.

CAKES

SIZES

(It's under the Ira.)

ROUND CAKES
SmaKServes8-10
Large Serves 14 -18
HEART CAKES - Serve. 10-12
SHEET CAKES - Serve* 20 - 25
LOOS - 8 One Inch Servings

Our Dairy Queen cakes are made
with a layer of chocolate cookie
crunch and rich chocolate fudge, in
between a layer of vanilla and
chocolate DQ soft serve, plus
decorated with delicious icing.
Frozen and packaged for easy take
home.

^_»w-*» >
BE
VAUNTIf*

Take one home for a quick family
dessert party pleaser, or order in
advance for special occasions.
BRING IN THESE V*

LE COUPONS SOON!!

Clp This Coupon

Dairq
Queen
.-^■WJ-

trailer.

Mmtflunt

Clp This Coupon

This Coupon Good For
1 - i2oz. Blizzard
(any flavor)
Btmmm.
Only99s
RWWOMIICY

sw«o

aa

|
|
|
,

This Coupon Good For
1 Double Cheeseburger |
BlgHBAvs. ONLY 99*

Dairi|
Queen

■ brazier.

RKimwnd, KY
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madison optical
240 Geri Lane
623-0303
k«h»i.*i<«iL< *— — *w*f>*iM

f
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optjCg|

sunglass shoppe
Richmond MaN
623-1802
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Ekg m Ave
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Clp This Coupon

Clp TNi Coupon

This Coupon Good For"
1 Hot D
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Get $10 back when you buy Ray-Ban sunglasses:
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Queen

brazier.
WE TREAT YOU RIQHTI

This Coupon Good For I
1 Royal Pudga
and Cake
Big Ha Ave.
Only $1.49
Richmond. KY
(any flavor
•M44M
topping)
I
Good far up to 4 persons per visit 1 234 |
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Wellness Center
1k» pMpaaai alto for tht tl nriWon CondWonmc and
WaHness Center Is next to the Nil at Roy Kkld Stadium.
The university has raised about $250,000 for the project
so far. The complex wW serve as a trainir* and teaching
facility for the College of Hearth. P.E.. Recreation *
Athletics.

"iSsSSE^*-;.
Source: Sports Information

Progrtss/TIM BLUM

BUILDING: HPER department
will also benefit from center
Continued from front paqa
The building, however, will have
room to provide the Health, Physical
Education and Recreation department
with training rooms for students studying to become athletic trainers.
The F.M. Burke Wellness Center,
currently located in the Weaver Building, will also be enhanced by this
project
The Wellness Center provides fitness testing for state policemen and
can recommend overall wellness pro-

grams for the university community.
Some of the money being solicited to
build the new building will also go
toward improving the wellness center.
Contributions of any amount are
encouraged, and those who plcdgeover
$1,000 will have their names appear
on a plaque inside the new facility.
Those who wish to make donations
may send them to the Development
Office, Coatcs Box 19A, or call
Angelucci at 2406 for more information.

EasternBy Pass

COED: Men and women to
share residence halls next fall
ConHnuad from front papa
tions will be done over the summer.
Neither hall will be closed to students
for the spring semester or any major
renovations done during the spring.
She said most of the renovations
will be in Todd Hall. She said shower
stalls will be installed, urinals have to be
covered, the halls need to be cleaned
and painted, carpet will be laid in each
hallway and maintenance of small items.
It should be good for both the
women and men," she said. "I hope for
some good friendships to develop."
Culver said she thinks when men
-id women live in the same hall, they
get a better understanding of each other.
She said she understands not everyone is going lo be pleased.
Culver expects one problem will be
with new freshmen who will be placed
in the co-ed housing; the parents might
not like it and want it changed.
She said the open house policy will
still apply.
"We're going to have to watch out
for men on women's floors and women
on men floors,'' Culver said "We will
write them up, and we are looking into
the possibility the person may lose their
right to live in co-ed housing."
All current residents of both halls
received an information sheet answering the most-asked questions by the
residents about their situation.
The female floors will be even-

numbered floors of Todd Hall and the
odd-numbered floors of Dupree. The
male floors will be the odd-numbered
floors of Todd Hall and the even-numbered floors of Dupree Hall. The first
floor of each dorm will be for handicapped students.
According lo the sheet, students
who are going lo have lo move out of
Todd or Dupree halls will be given
priority displacement. Studentscurrently
living in the halls will get the highest
priority for assignment of a new room.
The first group considered for reassignment will be the students who
choose to relocate out of the Todd/
Dupree area, to another hall.
The second group will be the students who want lo remain a pan of a
large group on a particular floor.
The third group will be those remaining students who want to move
within Todd and Dupree halls.
People who want lo move out will
have second choice of rooms in (he
other buildings after the students who
are returning to their same rooms.
Amber Culver, director of housing,
said she has worked at six other universities where they had co-ed housing,
and the relationships between men and
women have been more of a brother/
sister or family living relationship.
"People tend to act in a more mature
way in this kind of living situation." she
said. "The guys even tend lo look out for
the girls more in this situation.

CONSTRUCTION: Library, Case Hall renovations still underway
Continued from front paoe

The complex, which will cost $1.3
million, is expected lo enhance fire
completely roofedbyJanuary,"he said. safety research and offer comprehenIn addition to the library expan- sive fire safety lo Eastern's students.
"The bid opening will be Dec. 21,"
sion, the construction on Case Hall is
hoped to be completed by fall, but the said Schwendeman. "Phase one of the
project is hoped to be finished by fall,
possibility seems doubtful.
The construction plan is designed but the bid may prove differently."
The Hanly Funderburk Building,
to renovate half of the residence hall
structured for the Kentucky Departfor faculty offices.
"It's in the architect's hands now," ment of Criminal Justice Training, was
said Schwendeman. "It's not as criti- recently completed and is now operacal as the library expansion, but we're tional.
"All facilities of the Funderburk
still shooting for next summer."
It is also hoped that phase one of Building are operational," said
the Ashland Oil Fire and Safety Labo- Schwendeman. "All that remains are a
few wrap-up things."
ratory will be completed by fall.

CASH
FOR YOUR

BOOKS
It Dosenl Matter Where You Bought 'em

SHOP

*

SELL

'

SAVE

Just Off Campus
No Long Lines
No Waiting
No Hassel
Just Fast Friendly Service

And Instant CASH

!

Check Out Our Bargin Table
EKU T-shirts - Jackets - Shorts - Sweats
Your Choice: $2.00 That's right
Two Bucks I
.. plus check the U. B. S.
• Spring Break Get-a-Way Vacation'
Only at UBS - Your Book Store
JUST OFF CAMPUS

BRING YOUR BOOKS TO:
University Book & Supply

The Student Store, Ju*t OffCampus

*f&

528 Eastern
6244220

<Mf mv mf wiocsr RANGC or-sooa
HATO oo son SACK COVfRt

BOOK BUY IS OPEN TIL 7:00 P.M. DAILY

One of the most visible renovations on campus has been on the
Wallace Building.
"The windows on the east and west
sides have always been leaky," said
Schwendeman. "They recently cleaned
the rust stains off ihc side of the building."
The renovation planned for the
building includes replacing the leaky
windows on the third floor and should
be completed shortly after Christmas
break.
Also, the American Disabilities
Act modifications to alter elevators in
academic buildings to meet the qualifications of the disabled have begun.
"We're doing our best to com-

AJLI

ply to the regulations, but we just
don't have the money," said
Schwendeman.
The university put in a request to
the state for additional funds. The request will be addressed at the next
legislative session.
"Until then, we can continue with
the modifications we've begun," said
Schwendeman.
Elevators in the Combs Building
have been modified with lower buttons, braille and voice.
In addition to these major construction projects, 58 other smaller
projects continue throughout campus.

Shoe, mr

Excludes closeouts & Easy
Spirits. Expires 12/16/93

VALUABLE COUPON
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I
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Optical, Inc.
205 Geri Lane
623-4267

Liz claibome
OPTICS

Where Students Are Made To Feel At Home

NewWayBoi
Open Daty * Sunday In Two Gnat Locations
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Nerve gas disposal
method a step closer
By Angle Hatton
Managing editor

Two thousand people in Kentucky
who have an interest in the issue of
destroying the nerve gas stored at the
Bluegrass Army Depot should have
received acopy of the Kentucky Chemical Demilitarization Citizens' Advisory
Committee's (CAQ report by now.
This report, compiled by the governor-appointed CAC committee, will
reflect the local community's opinions
about chemical weapons destruction.
The report will be discussed at a
final public meeting at 7 p.m. Dec. 7 at
the Madison County Courthouse.
"We think the Commission, to fulfill its mission, needs to give the 2,000
people throughout Kentucky who received the lettera chance to have some
input," said Craig Williams, the director of the Kentucky Environmental
Foundation and a member of the CAC.
After ihe audience has made additions, deletions and clarifications, the

final report will be revised and sent lo
Congress before the deadline of Dec. 31.
The Army will then make its final
report to Congress March 1,1994.
Legislation is pending which may
give the CAC a 90-day comment period after the Army's report is finished. This means the House and Senale Armed Services Committees will
then make a decision by Jury 1.
Williams said the grass roots resistance groups in Kentucky are part of a
national coalition that works to prevent incinerators from being built.
An incinerator scheduled to be built
at the Anniston Army Depot in Alabama has been temporarily stalled due
to the efforts of Alabama community
groups that are part of this coalition.
Already, SI 10.9 million has been
appropriated for the Alabama incinerator, but awaits the House and Senate Authorization Committees' approval to be spent.
The incinerator proposed for the
Bluegrass site would cost $720million.

Final Exams ^

Rl

Current Class Schedule:
MWF
8 a.m.

Exam Date
Mon., Dec. 13
Wed., Dec. IS

PACE

Exam Time
8-10 a.m.
8-10 a.m.

;
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o u need.
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»• X 10* for only $24.

•Con In nir oatl today tor mon details on our Chrlstmaa
ten** avaotat. Ank tor Dong or ChrU.

Fish
Sandwich
Combo

Student senate hears new parking proposal

Breaded Fish. Special Sauce.
Lettuce and Cheese on a Bun.
French Fries and Drink

By DeVone Holt

SHRIMP & FRIES H CHICKEN & FRIES

News editor

I

After recognizing several problems
in a student senate parking proposal
restructuring campus parking according to a student caste system, the Parking Appeals Committee has begun to
compose its own parking proposal to
offer assistance in solving parking
problems.
Skip Daugherty, chairman of the
Parking Appeals Committee, addressed the senate at its Tuesday meeting, pinpointing problems that will
inevitably arise in the senate's proposal.
Daugherty suggested that assigning new parking stickers to commuters, freshmen and residence hall drivers, as the senate's proposal suggests,
would only complicate the parking
si tuation even more because a driver's
status is subject to change before the
next year's parking stickers are
printed.

Daugherty also said that re-zoning
as many lots as the senate's proposal
suggests would only confuse students
and increase the number of parking
tickets they'll receive.
Daugherty, a strong advocate for
the new parking ticket policy limiting
students to six parking tickets before
lowing and disciplinary action is taken,
is against increasing students' chances
of obtaining tickets. In an attempt to
offer a helping hand in solving the
problem, he and the Parking Appeals
Committee have begun work on a proposal to be released in February.
If the proposal is approved by
President Hanly Funderburk, it would
re-zone the bottom portion of the Kit
Carson employee lot, near the Baptist
Student Union, and half of the Brewer
employee lot to accommodate residence hall drivers and commuters.
The Kit Carson lot would be reserved for residence drivers, while the
Brewer lot would be reserved for commuters.

Employees that normally fill the
two lots will be asked lo park in the
seldom-filled Dizney lot, Daugherty
said.
Although the proposed student lots
face the possibility of not becoming
priority lots because of their location,
Daugherty contends that "this is a
working campus and you (students)
can get anywhere in 10 minutes by
walking."
Daugherty said students need to
get out of the habit of driving around in
search for a "priority'' parking spot
and begin to take advantage of the
parking spots on the outskirts of the
campus.
"Their are a lot of empty parking
spaces on this campus, they just have
to realize that they're not going to be
able to park next to (heir dorms all the
time," he said.
The committee's proposal attempts
to encourage students to take advantage of the less popular parking spaces
by proposing a dual shuttle bus service

to pick up and drop off students at the
lots on the outskirts of the campus.
While Daugherty contends that
many empty parking spaces line the
campus, he also is aware that there
remains a real parking problem on
campus.
"This isn't just a change for
change's sake," Daugherty said.
"We're trying to address a real problem."
Daugherty said the committee's
objective is to "make things easier"
and would be ecstatic if the university
didn't make any money from parking
tickets.
"We want to write zero tickets
each year and have no income from
tickets," he said.
Unfortunately, 1993 won't be the
year the university fails to make a
profit from parking tickets. In fact,
Daugherty said some students may
soon be facing a possible suspension
because they continue to exceed the
parking ticket limit.
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PERSONALIZED

COLOR CALENDARS
Gift Wrap Your
Memories.
Just bring us your favorite
photos, and well turn them into
a personalized gift calendar that
reminds people of a lot more
_than just the date.
SAVE UP TO $5 ON
PERSONALIZED CALENDAR

~l
!

Bring this coupon into your nearest Kinko's and save on a
personalized photo calendar. Save $2 ona yearly calendar

or $5 on a monthly calendar. We cannot reproduce
copyrighted photos without permission. One coupon pa
customer Not valid with o(her offers. Good through
January 18, 1994

kinko's

For Creating I fnique (lifts for
Friends, Family,or Business

Your branch office
244 Richmond Mall
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

L*.

STORE HOURS:
Mon - Fri
7 am - 9 pm
Sat
9 am - 9 pm
Sun
12:30 pm - 6 pm

1

Personalized
Color Calendars

KINKO'S COPIES

Address:
244
Richmond Mall
Phone Number:
606-624-0237

"Your Student Copy Center"

606-623-9588
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Kept "safe" are the
various crafts at
the Appalachian
Fireside Gallery,
which was once
Berea Bank and
Trust.
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Berea offers crafts, music
By Chad Williamson
Accent editor

For anyone tired of the endless fields of underwear, Chia pels and tie racks that seem to find ihcir
way into shiny paper and under Christmas trees
each Christmas morning, there could be a way out.
But the only problem might be the inconvenience of a college budget.
Berea. located IS
miles south of Richmond on 11 ^ 25. offers an assortment of
craft shops showcasing
the work of a variety of
artists.
Among the smell of
potpourri in the air and
the sound of Beatles
songs played on dulcimer, the galleries carry
such
items
as
handcarved animals,
paintings, weavings
and pottery.
Jerry Workman,
manager for the Appalachian Fireside Gallery, said 80-90 percent
of the items they carry
are from artists in the
Kentucky-Tennessee~~~~~
North Carolina area.
Galleries usually purchase crafts from craft
markets and shows. Occasionally, however, gallery owners may be surprised. Kathy West, owner
of the Promenade Gallery, recently was.
"Some guys came in off the streets," she said.
'They were from Mount Vemon, and they came in
with some wooden deer that were nicer than what
you'd normally expect. They sold within a half
hour."
And while these homemade items are popular, they may not be accessible to college students
'rograss/BRETT DUNLAP on a tight budget.

"Crafts are more expensive than people realize," Frankie May, owner of the Warren A. May
Upstairs Gallery, said. "They're used to things at
church bazaars, and they think because things are
handmade they're less expensive."
May said craft stores offer smaller items such
as handmade ballpoint pens, jewelry and small
clocks.
"A coffee mug is nice and will only cost about
$6." she said.
May's husband.
Warren, is recognized
asoneof the finest dulcimer makers in the
country.The music instrument,
which
comes in two varieties, the Appalachian
(or mountain) dulcimer and the hammered
dulcimer, are among
the most popular items
in the store.
The hammered
dulcimer, according to
May, was the precursor to the piano and is
mentioned in the Bible
in the Book of Daniel.
The American
-Frankie May
dulcimer came with
immigrants from Scotland and England who
settled in Appalachia. Simpler than the hammered
dulcimer, it has only three or four strings.
"It's like playing only the white keys on the
piano," May said.
Differences in dulcimers are found because of
differences in size and wood, which will affect
volume and tone, respectively.
A dulcimer can be made with anything that will
resonate. May said. Children are often taught how
to make a dulcimer out of a cardboard box and
rubber bands, but, as May said, "it's going to
sound like a cardboard box with rubber bands."

u Crafts are more

expensive than
people realize.
They're used to
things at church
bazaars, and they
think because things
are handmade
they're less
expensive.
"

.Inside
Santa arrives at
the Richmond
Christmas parade
Sunday. See
PREVIEW, B2.
The music department Is to
present Handel's
"Messiah." See
ARTS, B3.
Student earns top
honors at flight
conference. See
PEOPLE, B4.
The Keen Johnson Building will
be the site of the
annual "Hanging
of the Greens."
See ACTIVITIES, B5

Mike Roberts plays a dulcimer on display at the Wan-en May Upstairs Gallery.

By bee pottery the prize for early risers
ByAmiLLakin
Contributing writer

1

OVC honors 12
Eastern football
players. See
SPORTS, B7.
Did you know?
The Holiday
Happening Craft
Show will be held
Saturday and Irvine
McDowell Park in
Richmond. Local
exhibitors will
display their handmade crafts for
purchase. For more
information call
(606) 623-8753.

Il's4:30m the morning, and the race has rjfficiauy
begun. The prize to be won by these runners is not
Oryrnpic gold, but to them, no less sacred
Since 1845,ireasurehuniersfrom acrosstheUniled
SlMa have been qjiungioafhlapirtairxL black bam on
Route 52,eighi miles east of Richmond, with its faded,
wooden sign above the door that reads, "Comdison
Pooery—Established 1845."
On a strip of gravel they wak, each anticipating 8
o'clock. That's when the single metal screen door they
have been staring at for hours will open to reveal the
coveted ponery.
"I've been coming for years and years. Ihave over
200 pieces," said Mrs. Paul Jones with a stiff grin; she,
atongwkh her husband, perched at the front of the door.
To be first in line, the Joneses got out of bed at 2:30 am.
and drove from Henry County for over an hour.
"He likes it at much as I do." she sektMr. Jones
rolled his eyes toward her and dropped his chin as if in
amazement She boxed his arm with a tight fist.
"Well, you do," she added with a shrug.
The row of women, broken only twice by men,
jutted outonio the gravcLEach sat, shoulder to shoulder, in folding lawn chairs they had hauled for miles.

t'

Aside from Paul Jones, the only other male face in
the crowd was that of Triad Carroll. He was less than
thrilled K> be huddled in a tiny folding chair, swaddled
in quills and sipping coffee from a paper cup.
las year I told my wife I had pneumonia," he
said "I tried it this year, loo. It didn't work."
He spoke like a child who was made to sk and wait
for the dentist to call Ins name. "He'll be fine," said
Madeline, his wife. "I needed the extra pair of hands"
"My mom made mecome, too," said a young voice
near the back of the line. Jennifer Gkscock, a high
school sophomore, missed a football game the night
before, so her mom would have anotherbody grabbing
pieces off the shelves to help fill her Christmas 1st
At 6:47 am., the inside lights of tf* old bam lit up
like fire in the Nactaess of die pottery. The kiln doors
cracked open and the wooden slabs covered with blue
and red speckled pooery began to be unloaded.
By 7:15 w, the row had re-formed and a more
serious conversation began Bybee Poaery has a few
unwritten rules, best known tothose who frequent it
"You can't lake in that basket," Marie Glascock
explained to an obvious first-timer clutching a blue
laundry basket
Bybee has a lot of "rules:" Once the shiny pooery
leaves those dusty wooden shelves and is stacked on the
floor, it is spoken for.

The lines form
early and grow
long outside of
Bybee Pottery,
trying to And the
best that the shop
has to offer each
morning.
Photo by AMI LAKIN
Don't try 10 browse; just grab. If you try to decide
between a pfcun Bybcc blue pitner or a mauve speckled vase, they will both disappear before your eyes.
The row rehearsed its game plan. After hours of
making friends wak those beside them, the moment
7:45 ha, each became biuer enemies. The race that
began three-and-one-half hours earlier was about to
end in five fleeting minutes.

At 8 o'clock sharp the door swatgs open. At five
minutes after eight the last piece of pooery is siaichcd
from the shelf. Fifteen hundred bowls, vases, pitchers
and mugs —GONE!
The race is run every Monday. Wednesday and
Friday. Remember the doors may not open until 8
o'clock, but you have lo gel up pretty early to even get
your foot in the door.
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Announcements

(212) 880-8141.

An EKU Christmas

TODAY/2

The United Sales Arm y is
offering three-year scholarships to students. You do not
have to be currently enrolled
in the ROTC program to apply. For more information,
call Major Vickie Cook at
]21S/1205,orstopbyBegley
515.
The Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
Cabinet is funding Environmental Protection Scholarships for college-level juniors and seniors and graduate
students to cover the approximate in-state cost of tuition,
room and board, books and
fees. For information and an
application, contact the Financial Aid Office of the Kentucky Water Resources Research Institute, 341 Bowman
Hall, University of Kentucky,
Lexington. Ky. 40506-0059,
telephone 257-1299 or 2571832. Deadline for applications is Feb. 15.
If you are looking for a
major, be sure to attend the
Career Counseling Seminar
(GCS 199).ClassesbeginJan.
6. If you have any questions,
call 1303.
Chi Alpha Bible study
meets at 8 p.m. in Combs
213.

•The Christmas Choral Concert will be held at 7:30 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium, Dec. 5.

Live Entertainment
The department of music
will be hosting the Madrigal
Dinners today, Friday and Saturday, each at 6 p.m. in the
Keen Johnson Building.

•The Hanging of the Greens
will be at 4 p.m. at the Keen
Johnson Building, Dec. 5.

FRIDAY/3
Live Entertainment

Mom's Bingo on the Bypass.
Doors open at6p.m.,and games
begin at 8 p.m.

American composer. For
more information, contact
Betty McCormick at 2728544.

Term papers are due soon,
and now is the time to become
Musicians between the
familiar with the Crabbe age of 12 and 19 who are
Library's Online Public Ac- members of the NFMC may
cess Catalog. Come to the li- audition by tape for the
brary any Wednesday this se- Wendell Irish Viola Award
mester at 11:45a.m. for an ori- by Feb. 1. For more inforentation session. Tobringaclass mation, contact Josephine
or for individual sessions, con- Walker at 266-0333.
tact Rebecca Turner in the
library's Bibliographical InThe Military Science Destruction Office. 3170.
partment has openings for
students to attend the sixAdvanced PageMaker for week ROTC Bask Camp
the PC will be the university's at Fort Knox this summer.
upcoming community educa- Students are required to have
tion class, Friday, Dec. 10 and 45-75 college hours by the
17 from 9 a.m. to noon. There is end of the spring '94 semesan S84 charge for each class. ter and may earn up to six
For more information, call Leigh college credit hours and
$700 for the training. For
Ann Sadler at 1228.
more information, call MaStudents 6-18 years of age jor Vickie Cook at 1215/
who are members of an NFMC 1205orslopbyBegley515.
Junior Club may enter their
original compositions in the
Through Eastern, you can
Junior Composers contest by study in Britain during the
Dec. 15. For more information, summer. For more informacontact Betty McCormick at tion, call Sarah Johnson at
272-8544.
1362, or stop by Keith 305.

Tutors are needed for elementary and GED students
for the spri ng semester. Training is provided and tutors will
receive elective credit. Sophomores with a 2.5 cumulative
GPA may contact Nancy
Talented young musicians
Thames at Combs 423 or by under 17 may audition for the
Sullman-Kelley awards Feb. 19
phone at 6543 or 6556.
in Lexington. Students must be
Families and Boosters for American and members of
the Handicapped will have NFMC and are expected to play
bingo every Tuesday at a 20-minute program from an

Outstanding female fulltime juniors arc invited to
enter Glamour magazine's
1994 Top Ten College
Women competition. An
application may be obtained
by calling the magazine at

The annual Richmond
Christmas Parade and lighting of the Christmas tree will
be held at 5:30 p.m.

SATURDAY/4
Clubs/Meetings
Local exhibitors will display handmade crafts in the
Irvine McDowell Park during
the Holiday Happening Craft
Show. For more information,
call 623-8753.

SUNDAY/5
Clubs/Meetings
The Richmond Business
and Professional Women's
Club will hold its Radio/TV
Auction on WEKY Radio
1340 and Simmons Cable
Channel 48 beginning at noon.
For more information, call
Keely Gadd at 623-8956 or
Patsy Jones at 623-1980.

Live Entertainment
The Lexington Singers
and Orchestra will perform
at 3 p.m. in the Singletary Center for the Arts for the 35th
Annual Holiday Concert. Tickets are $10 and may be purchased at the Singletary Center Box Office at 257-4929.

TUESDAY/7
Live Entertainment
The Bullet Boys will per-
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form at Phone Three Lounge
on First Street. Tickets are
available at Recordsmith for
$12 in advance or $14 the day
of die show. The opening act.
Mind Bomb, will take the
stage at 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY/8

HI I I) <)\ IK!
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7:00 & 9:20
Matinee Sunday
I & 3:15 p.m.

Live Entertainment
Food Services Board Plan
presents a Christmas Buffet
from4:30p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on
the top floor of Powell.

University Cinemas
University Shopping Center (behind UBS)

UPCOMING
Channel 40
Movie Schedule
Thursday/2
First show: Sniper
Second show: Glengarry Glen
Ross
Friday/3
First show: A River Runs
Through It
Second show: Sniper

pA1f|i

MAN'S BEST

Nightly 7 & 9:30
Sat. & Sun.
130.4:15.7.9:30
This feature

623-7070

Nightly 6:30

Nightly 8 & 9:45

E

Inp .,

Sat. & Sun.
2, 430,6:30

LH

ALL seats $1
IIIHIHmiIXXIiriIITTTIIIIIIITIIIXIIIITTHZ»II!

Since 1978

Sunday/5
First show: Glengarry Glen
Ross
Second show: A River Runs
Through It
Monday/6
First show: Jack the Bear
Second show: Map of the
Human Heart
Wednesday/8
First show: Home Alone 2
(Lost in New York)
Second show: Jack the Bear
Thursday/9
First show: Map of the Human Heart
Second show: Home Alone 2
(Lost in New York)
Friday/10
First show: Jack the Bear
Second show: Map of the
Human Heart

new & used

COMPACT DISCS • CASSETTES
BUY SELL TRADE
623-5058 EKU By-Pass across from Pizza Hut
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Fast *
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Delivery
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PizzA
623-0330

CORPS

Visit our New Location
at 228 South Second St.

We have Dine-In, Carry-Out & Delivery
Video Games & Pool
Present this coupon for

Present this coupon for

One Medium
12" Pizza

Extra Large
20" Pizza
with your favorite topping

with your favor He topping
ONLY

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST S IY,IH:
Army ROTC scholarships pay
off twice, with money towards
your education and five weeks
of nursing experience in an

Army hospital. Hundreds of nursing students win Army ROTC
scholarships every year. You
can too. Apply now.

?63

TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAM TAtt

For details, visit 516 Begley Building or call
622-1211

$4
(tax included) expires 12 15 93

ONLY

$10
(tax included) expires 12-15-93

Present this coupon for

Present this coupon for

One Large
14" Pizza
wNh your favorite topping

Pepperonl, ham, mushrooms, onions,

2 Pizza Subs

ONLY

ONLY

$5

$5.50

(tax included) expires 12-15-93

(tax included) expires 12-15-93

Rteortfamlth Top 10

B3

1. Snoop Doggy Dog, "DOGGYSTYLE"
2. Tha BHV* a Budhsad Experience
3. Gun» W Roaaa, The Spaghetti loader*
4. Tom PMy. -Graatatt Hte'
5. Ufalalia, live Sh.l Binge & Punje6. Bryan Adams. "So Far. So Good"
7 Jimi Handrix Tribute. "Stone Free"
8. George Jonas. "Hi- Tech Redneck"
0. Afghan Whigi. -Gendemen10. Bett KiMars In The World. "Been There-
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Doug Rapp, Arts editor

<§>ights and sounds of th£ season
Christmas on campus
with Madrigal Dinner,
Handel's 'Messiah'
By Dan Smathers
Staff writer

Progress/BOBBI JO SHIELDS

One of the most popular holiday traditions at Eastern will be presented Sunday, when the 130 voices of the University Singers and Concert Choir join the
EKU Symphony Orchestra and four professional soloists for a performance of
Handel's "Messiah."
The Hallelujah chorus is the most
popular pan of the composition.
The event, free and open to the public, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Brock
Auditorium. Seating will begin at 7 p.m.
The concert, under the direction of
David Grccnlcc, comes on the heels of
another popular campus tradition, "The
Hanging of the Greens," which begins at
4 p.m. on Dec. S in Walnut Hall of the
Keen Johnson Building.
Another Christmas tradition at Eastem is the music department's annual
singing of the Christmas story, presented
as the Madrigal Dinner.
The Keen Johnson Ballroom will be

decked out like a castle from old England.
EKU's 16th annual Madrigal Dinner, which will be held Dec. 2-4 in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom, includes a lavish feast befitting of a castle, with piccolo trumpets, violas, recorders, flutes
and a harpsichord which alone will accompany 12 singers. The singers will
perform six madrigals.
A madrigal is a pastoral song, often
in a many- layered form. In this case tells
the story of Joseph, Mary and the birth of
Jesus.
As the original intent of the madrigal
was to entertain so, will this six- course
meal set in ihcl6ih century.
Dinner will consist of traditional
spiced cider, quiche Lorraine, chicken
florcnunc, a garden salad, prime rib and
a dessert of figgic pudding and ice cream.
The evening, which begins at 7 p.m.
will end around 9:30 p.m. with a 20minute concert of Christmas music.
Featured will be John Jacob Nilcs'
"Jesus, Jesus Rest Your Head."

Progress/BRETT DUNLAP

Stephanie Gibson, a music merchandising major from Harrison,
Ohio, plays piccolo trumpet In last year's Madrigal Dinner.

Reader's picks:
By Shannon Conley
Staff writer

The past year has turned out to be
pretty much run of the mill'as far as
public opinion goes.
The popular consensus has chosen
Pearl Jam's "Vs." as the best album of
the year, while Meailoaf look the title
as worst. It seems to me that both
releases could have gone cither way.
Both were preceded by mega media
hype. Unfortunately, neither lives up
to its potential.
The only shocking result was Urge
Overkill's lie for best single with "Sistier Havana." I suppose I shouldn't be
surprised considering that they are now
on a major label where the general
populace can easily get its hands on
them. Nonetheless, the entire album is
excellent and should be bought in its
entirety for maximum results.
"Beavis and Bullhead," the winners of the best TV show, are funny
regardless what anyone says, but what
is not funny arc all the mindless imitators running around screaming, "Fire,
fire!" The whole Beavis and Bullhead
experience just goes to show that whatever is popular for a while is destined
to be run into the ground.
Originally, "Full House," your
least favorite show, was very funny,
but over the past couple of years the
same lame jokes and one liners have
been rehashed so many times that the
show has become stale and rigid. The
cutencssof little Michelle is even gone
now that she is a bit older.
Of course, these arc only my opinions which arc open to the same scrutiny as I've given yours.
The results of the survey, as compiled by Arts editor Doug Rapp, are as
follows...

The best

Laurl Grlesser and Kevin Cosby practice cello parts
from "Messiah" in preparation for Sunday's show.

Survey reveals
a variety of tastes
The worst

Best album:
Pearl Jam, "VS.'
Best singles:
Urge Overkill
"Sister Havana"
The Breeders
"Cannonball"
Best live performance:
Pearl Jam •

i
Worst single:
Tag Team
"Whoomp (there it is)"

Best TV show:
Beavis & Butthead
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Worst live performance:
Madonna

aV

B^^al

Worst TV show:
Full House
Progress/JAY ANGEL

Worst video:
Meatloaf
"I'd Do Anything for Love"

Editorial best picks
Best albums:
Rush, "Counterparts"
Smashing Pumpkins, "Siamese Dream"
Best single:
Urge Overkill, "Sister Havana"
Best live performances:
Peter Gabriel, Steely Dan
Best movie:
"Carlito's Way"

Sera-Tec Biologicals
wishes you a very Merry Christmas.
Earn extra cash for your
Christmas shopping.
Now completely
automated, faster
and safer.
(
Receive $20 for
first donation.
Ask about bonuses.
i

f

M

'T^H^ifc

Worst movie:
"Weekend at Bernie's II"

Best movie:
"The Fugitive"

Best Video:
Tool, "Sober

Worst album:
Meatloaf
"Bat out of Hell II"

1 ^

The BFA exhibit featuring the work of graduating seniors Danny Young, Tamlko Powell, David
Schmidt and Connie Carroll will be housed in the Giles Gallery Dec. 5 through 15.

Seniors to display work in BFA exhibit
By Shannon Conley
Four graduating seniors from
the art department will have the
final exhibit of their college careers Dec. S through the IS in the
Giles Art Gallery located in the
Campbell Building.
The gallery will be open Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Sunday from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m.
The opening reception will be
Sunday, Dec. 5 from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m.
All four students will be showcasing work from their entire col-

on.
These four have chosen graphic
art as their field.
Graphic art is basically anything having to do with print art,
such as advertising and logos.
Within the broad area of
graphic design are several subdivisions. All four students are pursuing different fields.
Carroll is interested in television graphics and Powell wants to
get into advertising.
Young said he wants to get in
on the corporate level, but Schmidt
is still undecided on a particular
field.
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For You During

Finals Week
We are extending our delivery hours
All day and night this Saturday and Sunday
Wednesday 8th - Wednesday 15th
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lege career.
The exhibit will feature all
forms of media covering print to
sculpture to jewelry.
Connie Carroll, Tamiko
Powell, David Schmidt, and
Danny Young will be stepping out
into the competitive world of
graphic design shorlty after graduation.
"It is definitely a competitive
field to get into," said Schmidt,
"but once you gel in, you can get
established."
All art majors go through the
same general art classes in order
to get a broad base to work with
then they choose an area to focus

Staff writer
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Send your suggestions
for PEOPLE to Chad
Williamson or Sotsna
Woody at 117 Donovan
Annex or call 1882.
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Aviation student flies with top honors
By Emily Leath
Staff writer

,
'
!
•

Practice makes perfect.
But when it cos is $50 per
hour to practice, perfect is
hard to come by.
Eastern's aviation team
was close enough to perfect
to take first place in flight
events at the National
Intercollegiate Flying Association regional competition
recently at Lewis University
in Chicago. The 12-member
team also earned seventh in
ground events.
David Tzouanakis, a junior from Lexington, took the
top pilot award for placing in
the top five in three categories. He earned second in
power-off landing, third in
air navigation and fourth in
short field landing.
Tzouanakis, who first
soloed at agelo, led Eastern's
squad to an unexpected victory.
In the four years the team
has competed in the eightteam field, it has previously
finished last.
"We competed against

some very prestigious flight
schools, including Parks College and Purdue University,"
Tzouanakis said. "And we
kicked their butts this time."
Tzouanakis is captain of the
team for the second year. Similar to other pilots, he followed
his solo flying with a private
license at age 17. Now, at age
22, he is a certified commercial
pilot
In pursuit of his aviation
degree, he flies about two hours
a week from flight instructors
at the airport and receives classroom instruction here.
According to Tzouanakis,
the instructor's emphasis on
solid fundamental flying allowed the flight team to win
the NIFA competition. It also
helped him become the first
Eastern pilot to take top honors.
"I suppose luck had something to do with it, too," he
said.
"But it's hard to be lucky
that many times," he said
Tzouanakis is able to pilot
planes for personal vacations
as well as for parachute clubs.
He intends to pursue a career in

Winners in the "Alcohol
Awareness Week" poster contest sponsored by Substance
Abuse Commission were: first
place, Linda Caudill; second
place, William Davis; third
place. Shelly Scheck; and honorable mention, Ann Ishmael.
Charles F.Marshall.an accounting major from Ashland,
received the Max Reed Accounting Scholarship. The
scholarship was establ ished by
family members after the death
of Reed, acting chair of the
accounting department, in
1988.

Van leaves the Daniel
Boone statue IS min.
before each serv ice
Sponsors of the Colonels
for Christ
2nd A 4th Thursdays. 8:30 p.m
Powell Bui Mini. Room D

Sunday
Rjbie Study - 91
Worship-lOi
Evening Worship - 6 pjn.
Wednetday
Bible study - 7 pjn.

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Presbyterian Church in America
a.m.
Growth Groups
Throughout the Week
624-8910 • 128 S. Keeneland Dr. • Curt Gardner. Paator

OPEN

Tzouanakis plans to teach aviation after his
December 1994 graduation to gain flight hours.
the field after graduation next
December.
"The job market is really

Heather Watson, a speech
communication major from
tight right now. I'll probably Frankfort, was named the top
instruct for a while to build senior in the College of Arts
and Humanities.
flight hours," he said.

ATTRACT
ATTENTION
To Your Eyes
with a Youthful,
Fresh Look

JrictureJrerfectJrhoto
ZFASTFHOTO IAII AND STUDIO :

is where!

All EKU students receive a 15% discount
for rolls of filmjQNLY
when they show a valid EKU I.D.
Offering Fast, Professional Top Quality Photo Services
Including:
» Fast Photo Lab
• Slides
• 1 Hour Photo Finishing
• Engagement*
• Enlargements
• Weddings «j
• Copy Work
• Portraits
• Camera Repair
• Commercial
• Video
21D Lexington Road • Suite C • Harper* Square • Richmond, KY 40475

625-0077
.Your Full Service Photo Lab and Studio•

RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST
713 West Main SL
623-8535

Eastern graduate Don
McNay is the first central Kentuckian to receive the Masters
in Financial Service. The Masters in Financial Services is
the highest scholarly achievement in the financial services
Progr«ss/JAY ANGEL field.

Where are you gonna go for
your photo?
L

Briefs

CHURCHES

Monday Thru Saturday 10-6
Sunday
12-6
YOU'LL FIND UNIQUE
GIFTS LIKE:

ANTIQUES,
LEATHER,

Optometrists
W.R. Isaacs, C.L. Davis.W.T. Reynolds, M.F. Hayes

All brands of contacts
" Soft, Semi-Soft & Disposable
Open Mon -Fri 8:30 - 5, Sat 8:30 - 4
228 W. Main, Richmond KY

IG 31

623-3358

Member of Kentucky Optometric Association

& CRAFTS,

FURNITURE
AND MUCH MORE!

625-1524

It Must Be Happy Hour At Applebee's.
HALF PRICE Appetizers, 50* OF Beer and Wine and $1 OF Mixed Drinks 3-7 PM and 10 PM to Closing.

Applebee's
853 E. Bypass (Across from Richmond Mall). 624-1224. Some restrictions may apply.

Neighborhood Grl ft Bar

■ Aerobics are taught in Bumam
- HaN 5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. Monday
| and Wednesday; in TeNord HaN
from 5 p.m.-6 p.m. Tuesday and
• Thursday in McGregor Hall 5
p.m.-5:45 p.m. Monday and
• Thursday.

Thursday, December 2,1993
Selena Woody. Activities editor
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64-year tradition continues
By Alisa Goodwill
: Staff writer

The season of caring, giving and
human kindness has come again, and
Eastern celebrates the Christmas season by the time-honored tradition of
the Hanging of the Greens.
At 4 p.m. Dec. S in Walnut Hall of
the Keen Johnson Building, the 64th
year of the program will be continued
at Eastern.
The Hanging of the Greens is a
tradition adopted from the old English
custom of decking the halls with holly
and other evergreens. This custom is
symbolic of the nativity.
The program began in 1930 and
was held in Bumam Hall. The sponsors for the program were members of
the YMCA and YWCA.
The program has since been moved
to Walnut Hall, and the main sponsor
of the program isnow Mortar Board. It

usually takes place on the Sunday preceding Finals week.
The program is open to the university community, family, friends and
the public," said Barbara Sowders, codirector of the program.
Sowders said when the upstairs of
the Keen Johnson was used as a cafeteria, the students would be able to
view the greens the week of finals.
The program involves the actual
decoration, guest speakers and carols.
The carols are sung by soloists and the
audience, while the speaker this year
is Rev. George Strunk, the pastor of
the First United Methodist Church.
This year the EKU Alumni Ambassadors will participate in the program, said Sowders.
'Traditionally, the men are ushers
and the women do the actual hanging
of the greens."
Other groups involved with this
year's program are Panhcllcnic Coun-

cil and Interfratemity Council.
Mortar Board is an honorary society for seniors stressing leadership
and service projects for the campus
and community.
The festi v i ties are also a good way
for students to get involved with these
organizations, while learning about a
lime-honored university tradition.
"I volunteered to participate with
the program because I haven't been
very involved with campus-wide programs,'' said Pamela Alderidcc, a 22year-old senior police administration
major from Louisville.
Alderidce said Mortar Board was,
traditionally, a women's organization
committed to excellence in education
for women, which is one of the reasons why Mortar Board got involved
with the hanging of the greens.
The Hanging of the Greens is a
message of love, peace and unity, as it
has been for the last 64 years.

Vocalists wait to sing carols at the 1991 Hanging of the Greens In the Keen Jonhson Ballroom.

IN THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

AND THE WINNERS ARE

wr

Christmas bells toll
for Salvation Army
By Emily Leath
Staff writer

Salvation Army bells are ringing
to call out the spirit of giving.
The annual "Kettle Campaign'' is
in its third week, however money is
still needed to pay for the
organization's holiday services.
"For the past three years, we've
been going up, up, up," said David
Grigsbay, a lieutenant in the Salvation
Army. "But at this point, in comparison, we're below."
The money collected at the Richmond area locations is used to support
the Army's Christmas campaign.
Six hundred food baskets will be
filled, and 600 toys given to children.
Kettles and bell ringers can be
found at the Richmond and Bcrea WalMart, Kmart, Roses, Kroger, Super 1
Foods, Winn Dixie and Gateway.
Grigsbay's staff consists of paid
employees and volunteers. "The more
volunteers we have, the larger portion
of the profits can go to those in need,"
he said.
Sometimes Grigsbay's bell ringers are also in need.
"There are some of them that do it
Progress/JAY ANGEL not only to help the Salvation Army,
but need the help themselves,"
Misty Williams rings a Salvation Army bell in front of Kroger.

—•jr-

Grigsbay said. "I think it helps them
feel pretty good."
One women who would not re veal
her name, "Just call me the girl at
Super 1," has been standing beside her
kettle since Nov. 19.
"I answered an ad in the paper. I
just really needed the job," she said.
She, and seven other ringers, work
six days a week from 1-8 p.m. The
paid workers earn minimum wage.
After making it through wet and
cold weather the first day, she plans on
slicking it out until Christmas. "As
long as the sun stays out, I'll be here."
The girl at Super 1 said she usually
has good luck getting donations but
recently "it's been slow. Maybe
everybody's saving."
The Salvation Army also receives
help from university organizations.
Grigsbay said membersof Kappa Delta
worked outside of Roses on Tuesday.
"The EKU clubs help us out a lot
each year," he said.
There is still time and plenty of
work to be done, Grigsbay said.
He said the charily could use help
distributing winter relief and Christmas collections at the old Wal-Mart
during the week before Christmas.
Interested groups may call the
Kettle coordinator at 624-5826.

Christmas activities bring spirit to Richmond
his calls.

In Richmond

Staff report
&

Dec 2

"Madrigal Dinners"6p.m. through
With Christmas rolling around
once more, the holiday season /W.•Dec.4iniheKeen Johnson Building
begins.
Santa Claus Hotline will becallThe Richmond area will not
' ing children through Dec. 10 bebe a stranger to the festivities,
tween 5:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
as it gears up to spread the
\ Parents must fill out an appliseasonal Christmas cheer.
Several events have been
13& '• 4 cation at Hardee's on the East\cm Bypass if they wish for
scheduled for the celebration
' «jfAr»- Santa to call their child. The
of the holiday season, and the
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity
city warmly invites all to
will be aiding Santa with
come join in the fun.

Dec. 5
"Hanging of the Greens" 4 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium

Dec. 3
The annual Richmond Christmas
"Messiah" Christmas Choral ConParade will march down Lancaster
Avenue and Main Street at 5:30 p.m. cert 7:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium
The lighting of the county courthouse
Dec. 10-12
Christmas tree will follow.
"A Victorian Christmas at White
Hall" Come and lour the Richmond
Dec. 4
Local exhibitors will display their mansion in its Victorian style Christhandmade crafts in the Holiday Hap- mas decoration, while enjoying spepening Craft Show in Irvine McDowell cial music and refreshments (6239178).
Park.
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The "Midnight Madness" 2 on 2 basketball tournament
was held Tuesday, Nov. 16, Immediately after the men's
exhibition basketball game against the Kentucky
Crusaders. The tournament was sponsored and
organized by the university's Division of Intramurats.
Pictured above are the winners of the men's games, from
left Ben Morris, Gerald Dalton and Brian Bond. The
men's consolation winners were Mark Heyerly, Kevin
Slates and Byron Wilson.
TIM winners ot the women's game were Heather
Biancke and Jeanie King. The women's consolation
winners were Prlscllla Corder, Krlsty Muncy and Whitney
Hlnss.
Anyone Interested In becoming Involved in the
Intramural program, basketball or any other sport, may
do so by contacting the intramural office by phone at
1244 or stop by Begley 202.
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner
,

X
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•Steaks

HWIZE
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
& SERVICE CENTER
531 Big Hill Ave. £24.9990
Richmond

A
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•Ribs

<5W>

<\mMM
*6495 each

P20570R14

drf

DOUGLAS
BATTERY SALE

Carry Out Orders S
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am-Midnight

709 Big Hill Ave., Richmond
U

624-2569
I

60 Month $
Batteries
Group
24.24F.

$

39i95

Group
58,6575

Most Cars & Light Trucks
Includes one
gallon of
antifreeze
...

$Os">88

29

ELECTHONIC TUNE-UP with SUNDtagnoaSsComptilor
W»l kvlal rw» plug*. *M Mmkig «*u« CMtwrtlof.
(I MBtatt*). imtau system «*» SUN computer.,
MdiYoo lor MenrJsrd rgnHon pkn any MMSMI
pan* Moat cm tnrJIgN truck*.

\Mulli-MiUt
[2B22MEIM'"T E $w A R R A N T Y

E^VEfcW

WINTER SERVICE SPECIAL
Lube, Oil, Filter ^
Radiator Flush & Fill

36

95
w/ex

26.

*499S

*59MB

Omni 670

Omni 650

4Cyl.

6Cyl.

t24" •36"

$BCyl.M

44

FRONT DISC BRAKES

Install new pads, resurface rotors,
repack wheat bearings. Irwtall new
grease Mate, add needed fluid, inspect
system and road test. (Rebuilt calipers
and semi-metallic pads ^ — Ann
extra). Most cars and 9/j QOO
light trucks.
"Tw
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Thursday, December 2.1993
Chryssa Zizos, Sports editor

SPORTS COLUMN

TIME TO MOVE
ON
Reflections of working at
the Eastern Progress
Once again
1 feel it's about
lime to move
on...
It's about
time for the
Eastern athletic
Chryssa
department to
Zlzos
comply 100
percent to the Office of Civil
Rights' compliance report and
treat women's and men's athletics
equally and fairly.
It's about time for the men's
and women's cross country and
track and Held teams, coached by
Rick Erdmann, to receive the
respect they have well earned over
the years as true NCAA Division I
national competitors.
It's about time that the men's
basketball team will play an
extremely hard and challenging
schedule this season. Congratulations!
It's about time for the
women's volleyball team to have
a winning season and sweep
another Ohio Valley Conference
championship.
And it's also about time I
move on as well and pass my
position as Sports editor down,
signing this column off as my last
Instead of using my last
column space to cause more
controversial grief, which most of
you have already well anticipated,
I would like to thank the few who
did indeed help to make my job a
little easier and much more
meaningful.
First, I would like to thank my
adviser/mentor for all of her
guidance and support in helping
me to see all sides of important
issues.
Through your unannounced
calls of inspiration, I became
motivated and enlightened. Dr.
Fraas.
Next, I would like to thank the
staff of the Eastern Progress for
putting up with my insane
deadlines and my offbeat personality.
You all have become like a
family to me, offering a sense of
security and happiness.
Thirdly, a huge thanks goes
out to all the coaches and athletes
for their cooperation.
A special thanks goes out to
volleyball coach Geri Polvino,
women's basketball coach Larry
Joe Inman and athletic academic
adviser Joan Hopkins for their
neverending support and patience
with me.
Last, but not least, I would
like to thank all of my family and
friends for putting up with me
during my tenure at the Eastern
Progress.
One tends to get a little
stressed out when working here.
As I reflect on the semesters
working at the Progress, I have
mixed feelings about a number of
things.
Perhaps I didn't handle every
situation like a good, righteous
journalist should or would have,
and maybe I didn't always take
the unbiased journalistic approach
on every controversial story.
But what I do know is that I
gave my 100 percent effort in
every case to inform and educate
the Eastern Kentucky University
community in every situation no
matter how small or big it may
have been.
My goal was to not fall into
the pocket of the norm. I define
the norm as not venturing out in
potentially dangerous situations.
I tried to tell the story as I
knew it, providing many examples
and facts to support my opinion,
never losing a step nor beat in fear
of stepping on someone's toes.
So, did I accomplish the goals
I set forth for myself?
Did my sports columns make
you think? Did they make you
mad? Did they help you M see a
side of a story you had never seen
before?
If you answered yes to any of
the above questions, then I
succeeded.
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This Weak In Snorts
Dec. 4 Men's basketball vs. Davis & Elktns,
at 7:30 p.m.. Alumni Coliseum

U I hope our team
continue* to play
tlawlesa offense and
Intense detente, yy
— Larry Joe Inman

Twelve Colonels earn All-Conference honors
By Stephanie Rulhnan
Assistant sports •dftor

The Colonels were rewarded for
their undefeated Ohio Valley Conference record with eight players named
to the All-OVC first team and three
more named to the second learn.
Senior defensive end Chad Bratzke
led the way for Eastern, earning OVC
Defensive Player of the Year honors.
Bratzke led the OVC with 11 sacks
and 17 tackles for loss.
He finished the season with 80
tackles, six pass breakups and two
fumble recoveries.
"Being named Defensive Player of
the Year is truly an honor for me. It
Progran/JIMQUIGGINS means that my hard work and dedication paid off," Bratzke said.
OVC Defensive Player of the Year Chad Bratzke blows pest an
The award means a lot to me beoffensive lineman tor one of his league-leading 11 sacks.
cause I basically started from scratch

five years ago as a walk-on." he said.
"I've been blessed with outstanding
coaches who have helped me get where
I am now.'*
Also named to the defensive first
team were junior linebacker Carlos
Timmons, senior punter Tim
McNamee and freshman defensive
back Chris Guyion.
Senior running back Leon Brown,
sophomore offensive tackle Jason
Combs, sophomore offensive guard
James Hand and junior center Joel
Woods were also on the first team.
"We really did a good job on offense this year," Hand said. "Brown
and (Mike) Penman made us look
good. We complemented each other
well this year.''
"I was surprised. It'sa great honor
and a goal I set for myself last year but
I really didn't think I'd get it," Woods

Nganga
straggles at
Nationals

Eastern
crushes
IMC by 74

By Mary Ann Lawrence
Staff wrier

By Matt McCarty
Staff writar

Eastern's women's basketball
team used an early 19-4 run toopen the
game and never looked back en route
toa 122-48 victory over Thomas More
Tuesday at MtBrayer Arena, improving its record to 2-0 while Thomas
More fell lo 0-1 on the season.
Freshman
center
Kim
Cunningham led the Lady Colonels'
assault on Thomas More, scoring 24
points, including 12 of Eastern's first
25.
Eastern controlled the game from
the start, opening the game with an 110 lead in which they never relinquished.
"(The opening run) got our momentum going and got our confidence
up," junior guard Kim Mays said.
"We're just learning to play with each
other. I think we're coming along really well."
Mays followed Cunningham in me
scoring department, totaling 16 as she
drained all four of her three-point attempts and also had seven assists.
Eastern's 122 points and 74-point
margin of victory were both team
records, eclipsing the old records of
1 lOand 54, rcspecuvely.against Western Carolina on Feb. 28, 1992.
Lisa Fussell added 14 for the Lady
Colonels, and teammates Stephanie
Davis, Jerilyn Cushing and Shan nan
Mclntosh tossed in 12 each, while
Maisha Thomas rounded out the
double digit scorers with 10.
Kim Prewitt led the Lady Rebels
in scoring with 20, while Lynn
Karwisch followed with 8.
The Lady Rebels, who suited up
seven players, committed 31 turnovers
to Eastern's 15, while shooting 32
percent from the field.
"I think they just couldn't match
up with us athlete for athlete," Mays
said.
Another factor that led to the victory was that "we had a super offensive night, and we played good defense," Coach Larry Joe Inman said.
"We had a great team effort and
just played a complete game," Inman

When John Nganga left Richmond
for Lehigh. Pa., to compete in the
NCAA Division I Cross Country
Championships, he had no idea how
he would run. He knew only that he
would try to run his best
Coming off an outstanding firstplace performance in the District III
meetwithapersonalbestumeof30:34,
Nganga ran a disappointing 33:48.8,
placing 175th.
The irony of it all is that if he had
run a race like the one at district, he
would have placed 33rd at national
level.
"Hejust couldn't put the two races
back to back," said Coach Rick
Erdmann.
"My body just refused to run after
the first mile, and so I couldn't force
it," said Nganga.
The race itself was a tough one.
Where Nganga was used to running
five miles and competing against men
who weren't even close to having the
ability he has, the national meet required 6.2 miles of strenuous running,
and he was competing against men
with equivalent talent
"I'm sure he's disappointed with
the way he ran," said Erdmann.
"There's not much more that I can
say."
Nganga says that he just wants lo
get over the exams and wail for the
new year.
"In this world, my best friend is
my body. It has brought me all the way
from Africa and put me on scholarPrograsaXJIM QUGGINS ship," said Nganga. "If it doesn't want
to run, I can't argue with it"
Freshman forward-center Jerilyn Cushing drives to the basket against a Thomas More dstondsr.
said. "We really played well, and it
should give us some confidence heading into our next game."
Eastern's next contest will be Dec.
7 at Marshall University.
Eastern opened its regular season
Saturday, defeating Ball State 66-57
in Muncie, Ind.
In that contest, the Lady Colonels
were led in scoring by Mays, who
scored 19, while Cunningham and

Fussell tossed in 11 and 10, respectively.
Eastern now looks toward the
Marshall game, which will be followed
by a tournament in Florida, the Hatter
Classic, on Dec. 17-18 and a home
game against Indiana State on Dec. 30.
The Lady Colonels will use the Thomas More game to find out what they
need to work on before heading into
the December matchups.

"(The Thomas More game) shows
us the little things we need to work
on," Mays said. "We have a tough
schedule in December.'*
Over the course of December,
Eastern will try to improve on the
things it's doing now and create some
new features to its game, as they prepare for the OVC portion of its schedule, which begins on Jan. 8, as they
play host to SEMO, Inman said.

EKU miscues key
to Ga. Southern win
By Lanny Brannock
Staff writer

It was a game of inches Saturday
when the 16th seeded Eastern Kentucky Colonels traveled to Staiesboro,
Ga., to take on No. 1 seed Georgia
Southern in the first round of the Division I-AA playoffs.
It was about 36 inches that separated senior tailback Mike Penman
from the goal line on a two-point conversion try that would have tied the
game at 14-14 with 2:51 left to play,
but as the Colonels' luck had gone all
day, the conversion failed with Penman beiruj stopped just shon, and the
Colonels went home a 14-12 loser.
"We did everything but win the
football game. We debated whether to
throw a certain pass or run the ball. We
decided to run off tackle... lo go with
what had been good to us," Coach Roy
Kiddsaid.
Although the Colonels lost the
game on the scoreboard, they won it in
the statistics column.
While doubling the Eagles in first
downs (22-11), Eastern ran for 87
more yards (323-240). threw for 51

said. "It feels really good since offensive linemen often don't get the recognition we deserve."
Earning second team All-OVC
honors were senior defensive lineman
Dmryle Wagner, sophomore tight end
Jason Dunn, senior running back Penman and sophomore kicker Marc
Collins.
"Having so many of us named AllOVC really says a lot about how we
played as a learn." Bratzke said.
After a slow start, which saw the
Colonels' record fall to 1 -3 with losses
to Division I-AA powers Northeast
Louisiana University and Youngstown
State University, as well as an upset
loss at the hands of Western Kentucky
to stan the season. Eastern ran off
seven straight victories en route to a
perfect 8-0 OVC record and an outright conference championship.

more than Southern (84-33) and had
124 more total yards.
"It's hard when you lose a game
like that especially when it's your last
game. We dominated the game on
both sides of the ball, and that makes
it just that much harder," senior defensive end Chad Bratzke said.
The Colonels had several opportunities lo score throughout the game,
but could never capitalize on them.
Sophomore kicker Marc Collins
missed field goals of 45. 44 and 38
yards, and Penman fumbled on the
GSU six-yard-line in the second quarter.
"The fumble killed us. Penalties
hurt us and the three missed field goals.
We had our opportunities to win the
game," Kidd said.
"We felt very fortunate to make
one more play than Eastern did. It's
always a great football game They are
definitely not a 16th seeded learn,"
GSU coach Tim Slowers said.
"You can't point fingers. We don't
do that at EKU. We lost as a team and
it hurts. We ail stick together and we
ate a family and that means a tot to
me," Bratzke said.

Progress/ JIM QUIGGWS

receiver Rudy Burney hsuIs In a Greg Couch
Stats Nov. 20. Eastern d ' ated Morshsad 44-7.

Volleyball
team exits
OVC tourney
By Jason VanOver
Staff writer

The Colonel volleyball team closed
its season with an upsetting loss against
Tennessee Tech on the first day of the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
Nov. 19 marked theend of the team's
up arid down season.
•Thegirlsworkedhardallseason.lt
was always up and down and unfortunately, it ended down," said assistant
coach Wick Cotchagoff.
The loss to Tech was not only the
season -ending match, but it was also the
last match for the seniors on the learn.
"We're graduating five seniors,"
said head coach Geri Polvino. "Three of
which were starters."
Eastern's volleyball team had won
the first game against Tech, and was
leading the second game 14 toll when
Tech scored five straight points and
won the game. Tech won the third game
and advanced on to the next round.
"I have never had a learn that gets so
close to winning and then lose, that's
what happened all year," Polvino said.
'The Tech match was a typical match."
Both coaches were complimentary
of the team arid optimistic on the upcoming spring season.
"We're working on getting stronger and leaner and build up the girls'
cardiovascular training," said Polvino.
"We're going lo put the girls out there
and see which way they ga"
The OVC Tournament was won by
Morehead, who defeated Southeast
Missouri in **- " •>! match.
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•• The most
Important
thing In my life
Is Jesus
Christ, then
school, then
tennis.
H
- Ann Carlson

Ann Carina speaks softly when
describing the strategies she uses to
compete in the sport of tennis.
Despite her genteel disposition,
Carlson's mental ability works as the
powerhouse driving force behind her
success as the No. I player on the
women's tennis team and Eastern's
top senior in the entire College of
Business.
Cariaon, 21, a senior accounting
major from Rock Island, 111., said she
Carlson and her father spent a lot
believes the thought process behind
playing tennis has a direct link to the of time on the court learning to play
tennis as a hobby or a form of exercise.
mental strategy of life.
"It was very kind of him to spend
"Each point is a struggle itself,"
said Carlson. "And you learn how to timewithme." saidCarlson. "Ihadto
react towards those things like you do work hard, and he was very wilting to
work with me."
in lifeAfter teaming to play with her
Head tennis coach Tom Higgins
said Carlson makes up for physical father, Carlson began taking tennis
lessons at age 7.
power with mental toughness.
She spent her summers competing
"Ann has a little court savvy," said
Higgins. "She's what I call a consis- in tennis matches and was a member
of the Rock Island High School tennis
tent player.''
Higgins said Carlson's organiza- team.
Deciding to play tennis for Easttional qualities and her good work
ethic set a leadership example for her ern Kentucky University's tennis team
was a direct result of Carlson's first
teammates to follow.
Carlson is not only a quick thinker recruiting visit to the university.
Carlson's plan of attack for her
on the court, but also off the court.
During her junior year at Eastern, last season with the tennis team is to
Carlson earned Academic AU-Ameri- focus on consistency.
Coming into the net to volley the
can honors.
She was also enrolled in the hon- ball and following through to finish
ors program, was named an Ohio Val- off the point will aid her in this goal,
PrograaaAJAY ANGEL ley Conference Medal of Honor player Carlson said.
She will be graduating in May and
her freshman and sophomore year and
Ann Cartoon «xcaaB both on trw MMM court and dMWOom.
a member of lambda Sigma Society looks forward to starting her new job
as an internal auditor for John Deere in
her sophomore year.
Cariaon attributes all of her aca- Moline, 111.
Carlson received the job after
demic and athletic success to her reliworking there as an intern last sumgious faith.
"The most important thing in my mer.
Carlson said she feels positive
life is Jesus Christ, then school, then
about her new position on the John
tennis," said Carlson.
Although Carlson's mother Linda Deere staff, but questions what her
supported her tennis career. Ken, her future will hold.
"After getting that job part, I never
father, introduced her to the sport when
thought about what's past that beshe was S years old.
"We kind of learned together." cause I don't know what my options
are." saidCarlson.
said Carlson.

Ann Carlson: Behind th 3 Scenes

Full Name: Ann Marie Carlson
High School: Rock Island High School
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CRAZY BREAD*
With purchase of (wo small one topping pizzas
for only $5.49 plus tax.
(•4 piece order. •• excludes extra cheese)
Valid with coupon only.—
623-0771
EXPIRES 12-9-93

Little Caesars

539Muhailt-t Dr.

EKU-3

JCPenney
Styling Salon
Students show your EKU I. D. and receive
20% off services every Thursday.

Hometown: Rock Island, III.

Biggest athletic thrill: Making finals of OVC
tourney
Favorite music: Contemporary Christian

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
and good luck on finals

C1M2. XPtnnrt Company. Inc

Richmond Mall
624-3501

wHOOP IT UP WITH
EKU BASKETBALL

from all of us at The University Bookstore

Don't miss the Colonels this week as
they take on Davis & Elkins
Saturday 7:30 p.m. in McBrayer Arena

i

Catch the Colonels again when
they face Wright State
Tuesday, December 14,7:30 p.m. in McBrayer Arena

"^UNIVERSITY
^BOOKSTORE
ENTER tCAMPUS

THE ACTION DOESN'T STOP
DURING WINTER BREAK
Watch the Lady Colonels battle Indiana State
December 30 in McBrayer Arena
Join the Colonels and Lady Colonels in
a double header with SEMO
January 8 starting at 2 p.m. in McBrayer Arena

BRING AU YOUR USED BOOKS TO:

the University Bookstore
Wed. - Fit, Dec 1 - 3 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Sat., Dec 4 9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
Mon. - Fit, Dec 6 -10 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Sat, Dec 11 9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
Mon. - Fit, Dec 13 -17 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Watch these games for
special game
nottons!

colonels P™
EASTERN KENTUCKY LMVERS1 \\

This Is A TAC0 BELL "Border Breaker" Game, r 1
If the Colonels break 80. we'll break out the FREE TACOS.

WE BUY MOST TITLES HAVING NATIONAL RESALE VALUE

^

For details see our advertisement in this issue
or visit the TACO BELL restaurant at 514 Eastern Bypass

Z^S
TAC0
-BELL

mm

^^WHi^

™
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SPORTS

Colonels open with 100-83 win
By Don Perry
Contributing writer

Eastern's men's htatrthall team
opened its regular season Saturday night
with a 100-83 viewy over Clinch Valley in front of 1.200 fans at McBrayer
Arena.
Eastern came out of the locker room
on rue with a 54-44 lead, holding the
Cavaliers scoreless for the fast seven
minutes of the second half, while compding a 13-0 run extending their lead to
a game high 23 points.
Clinch Valley answered by out-scoring Eastern 11-1 and cutting the lead to
11 with 10 minutes remaining.
. Then freshman Ton Bamea look

over. He hit all
three of his threepoint attempts and
was also perfect
from the free throw
line while scoring
13 of his 17 points
in the final 10 min,y
Mlko csJnoun
Tim is an excellent offensive
player," Coach Mike Calhoun said.
Although he proved he could be an
offensive threat, Bamett showed the
most determination and hustle when he
jumped over the Colonels' bench in
effort to save a loose ball.
The Colonels crashed the boards,
grabbing 49 rebounds compared to

Clinch Valley's 35. Holmes led the
Colonels with 10 rebounds.
TheCavabers' Sean Brown scored
a game high 21 points in a losing effort.
The Colonels had five players scoring in double figures.
John Allen and Holmes led the
way with 18 points each.
Bamett contributed to the scoring
parade with 17, followed by Ariando
Johnson and An Matthews, who each
had 11
CaDwun said he was very pleased
everybody played well in the game.
In all, 11 Colonels scored in the
victory, including Mike Kinder'slayup
with 24 seconds remaining to break
the 100-point mark for the Colonels.

Eastern to battle national powers
By Lanny Brannock and
Stephanie Rulfanan
Bring up the names Rick Pitino,
Bobby Knight, Denny Cram, Rollie
Massiminoand Billy Tubbs and what
is the first thing that comes to mind.
Great coaches.
But not for Eastern coach Mike
Catooun.The first thing that comes to
his nund is how to attack their teams
with his players, because Kentucky,
Indiana, Louisville, UNLV and Oklahoma are all on the toughest nonconference schedule in the nation —
all in December.
•lam very appreciative that these

coaches allow us to play these games.''
Calhounsaid.
"Ifwewin.great,butifnot,wecan't
puttoomuchemphasis on those games."
r forward John Allen said. "Naturally, our main goal and focus is to win
the OVC. I don't want to finish second
again like we have the past three years"
Although the games will give the
Colonels great exposure, they will also
give Eastern • gnat deal of money.
Every game is a guarantee game except
Oklahoma, which means that each is
worth anywhere from $10,000-530,000.
Calhoun said that the four games will
probably net about $73,000 for the general fund of the university.
"We feel very happy and privileged

and honored to bring that money
back to the general fund." Calhoun
Even though the schedule will
bring in lots of cash, it may reel m
five losses as well. But Calhoun is
not worried about the games and
neither are his players.
"We don't look at it as a wmlosssituaoon. but the overall picture
is our productivity ... will we improve," Calhoun said.
"Playing against some of the top
teams in the nation is something
we'll be able to tell our kids and
grandchildren about," Allen said.
"It will be great to play in atmospheres like that''

The brothers of

pa Alpha Order

EASTERN
STUDENTS

o congratulate their graduating brothers:
Kevin Kuhn
Darren Boston Todd Cain
Steve Sinnott Jamie Bowling
Jeff Lynn
Jamie Hamilton

FAST ITALIAN THAT
NEVER FAILS YOU.

University
"• Book& Supply

You deserve a break. Double Slice Pizza from just $1.29.
12 menu items for under $3.
And unlimited breadsticks with every dine-in entree

*++
0*

"A Bahamas Spring
Break" Get-A-Way
Vacation

Real Italian. Real Fast
441 Leighway Drive/624-0884

You + Friend = Spring Break
In The Bahamas

Come In and Check It Out!
Register Today - only at
UBS.

When The Colonels
Break 80...We'll Break
Out The Free Tacos!
"He shoots- -he scores!
Eastern Kentucky University
now has 80points!"
Every time that happens this season, EKU Cheerleaders
will ring the TAC0 BELL* "Border Breaker" Bell and
you'll get one Original or Soft Taco free for the next 24 hours
(limit 1 Taco per person per visit please)
by showing your game ticket or student ID at the
TACO BELL restaurant located at

514 Eastern Bypass.

Instant cash for your books!
NO Hassle • NO lines • NO Waiting
Just fun in the sun...
plus cash for your books.

*****OFF CAMPUS!
BRING YOUR BOOKS TO:

University Book & Supply

MAKE A RUN FOR THE BORDER

TACO €% 'BELL.
Offer good only during men's, home basketball games
©1993 TACO BELL CORP.

396-3

The Student Store, Just Off Campus
528 Eastern By-Pass

6244220

Book Buys aro open til 7 p.m. daily

COME tO ttARDEE'S AND
TAKE HOME A

k

FOR ONLY

•

t
'V

WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY REAL VALUE COMBO

i
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Macintosh

The Great Apple Campus Deal.
If you've been (unsiiknnn the purchase (l a personal computer, consider this: there's never been
alKiliTiinx-ttiriolli'KcsiiKlcnts. faailly. ami staff to l>uv an Apple" Manniush" Uimputcr
Just purchase a select MatinUKhorR»«rB(K)l^ dirccth from Apple between
Soa-mher I. 1993. andjanuan JH. IWI .ini'll not tmh receive special prices, youll also gel
sewn iu|)-raialsiith\aiva|)|)liia(K)ii'.—wiihaiuinhinalSKI'ipl •'^i -ihaiss|H.ualK iles^TKil
wiih IIK: needsol collegiate Macintosh asers in mind

.MM ulunnu /'*■ GmuApple Campus Deal, WHJ ma\ IK- eligible- u > apph li>r the new
Appk- 0 mputer l.< «n, an extra easy way n i < AMI a Mai inn ish n rw and haw li m m >nthly
payments Once you qualih. UHI'II evm he ahle to defer your first payment ft* 90 days.
fix Great Apple Campus Deal lt"s a ven s|ic< ial < trfe-ring limited exclusively to the
campus community, fora ven limited time.

Why do more college
stuaents chcicee Macintosh?
The i<«n|Kiler (if 1 he me ann mg siuxkiils acn«\s the
country, an Anjile .VtRiniifth nimpuler dots more and C09B less
than most people a-alize
With many standard features that are extra on dher

Tlie Apple Computer Loan.

The Campus Software Set for Macintosh.

uinputers, M well as new k»wer prkes, Macintosh is a greater
value than most systems that merely imitate Macintosh ease-of-use
W nnh. hy the way, is a nig advantage to choosing a
Macintosh com|Xiter. Macintosh is (ksigned to work the way you

In Install llii M Aware, .ill Mill nicil ill i Is i In k .1 Union Plus.
wnllcn in rln in urn IIIH iinuiii.iiiiin is .IIMHIU luikil

Manage VUUI nimui -li.irt- v<mi tilt-- with friends IIIHI Wilt kN ikirunMlh
.IIIIIII.UI.' nxir v reen. ik^wn u "i" tn-i mastenieiv, -i In-ilnk your dates, .mil
ikstnn inurcnemi - t.mlv VMIII Ih^ Kiii/iiis "tuftuwv V7 /inMiiiiiil(i\l<

tins S|H.-I i.il s< Aware lotklllotl is .ivsrinlilnl exclusfteh ft** the
i.iinpiisiotniniitiili .mil i> iniliiilnl with llii-pun

lln-. lollnliini (il snen lu|H.Hul -oltu.iH .ipplii.iliiins willi ,i

iiiniliniulsKI'nl SWi I-^MUIIK designed with llii' needs ol I I ilkyi.iliMaiiiiosli users inmind Ineseutincs two ways eihernnonel DKDM
MI

Macintosh

do, because the things you see on a Macintosh screendocumenis. fokkts. a uash can-kx>k and ail just like the things

.in>v-UMr liiwiniui-l

»w use even day Soil's easy to cimctntrate on getting your
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Macintosh
PC Exchange
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Maciniosh to change and expand, too And because 11 grows right
akmg with you, Macintosh can sent your needs after you ve
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Apply by January 28,1994, and your first payment
is deferred for 90 days.
Omvinn i|u.iliii im .in \ppk-(iinipiitn IMHI.uni.in take

.ippln alums avaikibk' fi* Macintosh all work in the same.
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when they re connected.
You'll also find that the thousands of software
ciHisLstcut way. Soonoe

MKIAe

learned one pnigram, you're we4l

on your way to kaming them all
But ikm t |ust listen to what we have to sa> Talk with
ymeone who aktady iiwns a Maiintosh Because Macintosh
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To order, call
1-800-877-4433, ext.71.
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makes it easy to connect with dhers. So whether you need to
share fiks with a friend or hook up to your cam|Xis mainframe,
you II find that Macintosh computers beume even more powerful

;»niii.illi designedfi 1 students raeuky.and -1.1II
Kiirninrr inknni.iinHI m In.ippli 1.1II l-ti(M)-Apple-LN.
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graduated as easily as it can while you re in school.
With built-in netwiiriung capabilities. Macintosh also
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to do il better. And if, next week, you want to do something
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work done, instead of on getting ytwr computer to work.
Whatever >i H> ck >. you can use the |x iwer 1 if Maiinti ish
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Apple service and support,
on-sitL';uidoiHhc-s|X)t.
Once you re an Appk lomputer owner, you re
aulomatKalh cntitkil to our com|)rehensive senxe and
support program.
In the unlikely c\ent you have a question or pnibkm
with MHir Macintosh or PowerBook whik MHJ re on campus, unMtc senxe and su|)|xxi is available for most |xixlucts from Miur
cam|Xis Apple Authorized Senxe Pnivxler (AASP)
If by chanc* there s no AASPon MHircam|)us.
on-site service is still availabk diaxlh from A|i)k by railing
l^smAm<l-*W)-'"6"'-2-,?5|.OrRVweget yxiurcall. we
can set up a service a|)|xiintmeni wuhin four hours and dis|Btch
an Appk trained technRian to work on your Appk omputer
or peripheral within two business days
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Right now,
you can
own a
Macintosh
for as little
as$21a
month!
Get special
student prices and
a great deal more
when you buy
direct from Apple
by January 28,1994.

